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RAIN or snow tonight
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THE wind is blowing
itself at the rate the
rest of' us did at
Christmas time.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

died here in October, 1911, was "a
forgery concocted by certain design
'Ing persons," Sydney Archibald Holy
oke of Milwaukee, Wis., instituted to
day a contest of the Instrument which
BY
cut him off with a bequest of f 100.
Frank Holyoke was rated' as a millionaire. His estate is valued at $:!00,-00Under the terms of the will under contest, which was dated in August, 1911, he left the bulk of his ese
PRESIDENT MAKES CLEAR HIS tate to two nieces, Madeline and
WILL BE ASKED TO
GOETHALS
Holyoke, in trust until they reach
VIEWS REGARDING THE
BE FIRST EXECUTIVE OF
the age of 27.
V
PANAMA CANAL
PANAMA DISTRICT
Harry Holyoke of Boston, another
son, was left $100, and the will also
IT VICLATESTHE TREATY contained a clause stating that the WILL
INFORMED SOON
BE
widow, Cora M. Holyoke, was1 bequeathed $1,000 because she had obAGREEMENT tained a certain sum
under an agree- SENATE IS EXPECTED TO ACT UP
PLACES ALL NATIONALITIES
ment of separation signed in Febru
ON THE APPOINTMENT THIS
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knew what took place at the confer
ence last night between the president
and senate foreign relations committee.
.
Senators who talked with the president said today that Mr. Wilson fully
explained his position on the tolls
question; that his views Incline toward the contentions of Great Britain
and that he would make public his attitude in the near future. Several
senators expressed surprise that In
view of the president's positive attitude he had not urged some action
at the extra session of congress.
What the president may recommend
was not disclosed in today's reports
of the White House conference, but
it was pointed out that one way would
be to repeal the exemption provision
of the act, and another the passage

TO HEAR

PASO

AT A LATER DATE
ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE WILL
STOP IN TEXAS ON RETURN
FROM THE COAST
Denver, Jan. 27. Banfters and business men of the Rocky , Mountain
states concluded their arguments yes
terday for the establishment of a re
gional reserve bank in Denver and at
4:40 o'clock Secretaries W. G. McAdoo
and D. F. Houston departed for Seattle, where the next "hearing is scheduled.

naming
as the first civil
George W. Goetha
governor.
Secretary Garrison made the an
nouncement as he. carried away the
executive order from the White
House. He said Colonel Goethals had
not yet been officially informed, but
that he would be as soon as his name
was sent to the senate, probably some
time today.
Mr. Garrison said the cabinet meeting was devoted largely to a discus'
sion of the Panama canal government. He adued that the question of
tolls had not been discussed," and the
executive order merely makes provision for the collection of such tolls
as are provided by law.'
The permanent government of the
zone, he added, by a civil governor,
eliminated the commission .which is.
n
now'!, charge. ' Meu'iuerS "at the
are to be retained, however,
until the opening of the canal, as the
committee is in charge of arrangements for the celebration incident to
the opening, though without any ad.
ministrative functions.
The president's order establishing a
permanent government for the Panama canal zone creates these departments:'; operation and maintenance,
purchasing, supply, accounting and
health, and an executive secretary.
The order describes in detail the various duties to be performed by the officers.

Bankers from Pueblo, Colorado
Springs, New Mexico and Wyoming,
hear$ in the..afternoon, supported Den
f thAdwngon--resolutiotanwuTpwtd ver's clafms.
jThe delegation from El
for two years the operation of the ex- Paso, Tex., was
not called, the organ
emption clause and thus demonstrate ization committee expressing a desire
whether the canal could be
to take their testimony at a hearing
without tolls from American n EI Paso on
the return trip from
ships.
the Pacific coast.
It was said today the president
was not opposed to toll exemptions as
COAL CASE ARGUED
such, but that he was strongly of the
Jan. 27. Whether the
Philadelphia,
discrimia
would
be
opi'nion that they
and Western
Lackawanna
Delaware,
nation which would not agree with the
Railroad
with the
company
complied
provisions of the
decision of the supreme court in the
treaty.
commodities clause case, when the
Lifting the embargo on arms for line dissociated itself from the sale
Mexico was also discussed at last
of coal it produced from the anthranight'si conference. Some senators
coal lands it owns, was the point
cite
favored It on the ground that It would
to be decided when the cae came up
hasten hostilities to a conclusion. One
BONDSMAN
PROFESSIONAL
in the United
senator said today he believed the for argument today
27. In pursuing the
Jan.
Chicago,
States district court
president was inclining more and more
grand jury inquiry into alleged relato that view and might lift the emtions between Solomon Lewinsohn, a
ofbargo1 soon.
professional bondsman, and federal
SEVEN PERSONS LOSE
as. It was the general opinion of senaa
former
Godinan,'
Elwood
ficials,
tors, after their talk with the president
sistant United States district attorney,
COAST was called as a witness today.
on the Japanese situation, that officials in Japan were friendly to the
Godman testified that he investigatUnited States, but were being pressed
ed the checks two. years ago at
'
UNPRECEDENTED
STORM OF SAT
.
by radicals.
request.' He found, that DaURDAY AND SUNDAY TAKES
The dispute between the United
vid, being seriously ill, obtained a
A HEAVY TOLL
States and Great Britain turns on the
loan given in the form of checks, from
construction of Article 3 of the
Lewinsohn, pledging therefor jewels
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 27. With provided by his sisters. By an agree--metreaty, which provides:
"The canal shall be free and open seven persons drowned, all forms, of
later the loans became a sale
to the vessels of commerce and- of overland transportation either tied tip Q the jewels to Lewinsohn.
war of all nations observing these or handicapped seriously, six train-load- s
of passengers marooned and this
rules, on terms Of entire equality, so
that there shall be no discrimination section of the state damaged to the GOVERNMENT
CONTROL
against any such nation or its citizens extent of more than a million dollars
or subjects, in respect of the condi- as a result of the unprecedented storm
tions of charges of traffic or other- whif! has been raging since Saturday,
OF RAILWAY PURSES
with
wise. Such conditions and charges of prosp'ects of relief brightened
traffic should be just and equitable." the appearance of the sun today.
SYSTEM
ON
FRISCO
The rainfall for the 21 hours ending REPORT
The British contention has been that
SHOWS THE NEED OF SOME
this clause of "entire equality" was at midnight last night was 2.96 inSUCH ACTION
to he taken literally. But the Panama ches, making the total for the season
canal act, while providing equality of 14.32 inches.
tolls on ocean-gointraffic, exempted
Washington, Jan. 2i. The adminis
Steamer to Relieve Passengers
tration's program for control of finanAmerican coastwise vessels from this
San Fancisco, Jan. 27. The South- cial operations of railroads will be
payment
Sir Edward Grey, British minister ern Pacific Railroad company charter- expedited by the interstate commerce
report on
of foreign affairs, protested against ed today the steamship Santa Clara commission's sensational
the exemption as contrary to the lang- of the Pacific Coast Steamship com- the Frisco system receivership, ac
pany's fleet for thd relief of storm- cording to many senators today who
uage of the treaty.
bound
of
state
passengers at Port San Luis pointed out that report disclosed
Mr. Knox, while secretary
under the Taft administration, replied Obispo, Paso Robles and Santa Bar- through! its exposition of syndicate
points.
to Sir Edward Grey. But the attituds bara, down-coaoperation, in which officials of the
Southward bound, the Sanfa Clara Frisco took part, conditions which legof the present administration has not
been generally known up to tne time will take on for Los Angeles those islation prohibiting interlocking' direcof the president's conference with sen- held at Paso Robles and San Luis torates would prevent.
ators last night, when, according to Obispo. Northward bound on' the reSenator Kenyon, who Introduced the
the view they obtained, Mr. Wilson turn trip she will stop for those at resolution that brought out the resupports the view of eyaa'ily of treat- Sania Barbara. At Taso Robles are port, has a bill pending to havj the
the passengers of a train which left interstate commerce commission conment nnJer the treaty.
Los Angeles northbound last Saturday trol issues of railroad securities.
"The Frisco report certainly shows
night,
VANTS WILL BRdKEN
The passengers of two southbound the necessity for action by congress,"
Los Angeles, Jan. 27. Charging that
the will of his father, Frank H. Holy- trains that left Snn Francisco Satur said ho today. "And I believe it will
so result."
oke, a lumberman of Bangor, Me., who day night are at San Luia( Obispo.
n
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CITY EDITION.

HIS NECK

SCHINDLER

Jan. 47. Jim Wilson
Raleigh, N".
a negro charged with the murder of
Mrs. W. M. Lynch at Weddell, N. C,
today was lynched by a mob near
that place. The lynching occurred 20
minutes before a company of state
militia sent by Governor Craig to prevent mob violence arrived.

BOY TOOK A PARI
I

DYNAMITE

PLOTS

DRY, DOCK AT FRISCO

'
LEHMAN
CONFESSES
Washington, Jan. 27. The senate ALFRED
today passed a hill authorizing the secCRIMES TO THE NEW YORK
retary of the navy .to contract for the
POLICE DETECTIVES
use of a dry dock at Hunter's Point,
San Francisco, for six years. The
dry dock is to be large enough to ac BURNED DOWN TWO HOUSES
commodate the largest vessel that can
:
pass through the Panama canal.
STRUCTURES WERE DESTROYED
IN ORDER TO COLLECT THE
CULLOM IS WEAKER
AFTERNOON
INSURANCE
27.
Jan.
Former
Sen
Washington,
ator Shelby M. Cullom was weaker today and his physicians continued to
RETIRED marvel at the wonderful
A
KILLED
FOR
COMMISSION
MAN
IS
$2
vitality which
has sustained him day after day while
IT WILL REMAIN AT WORK, HOW they were predicting that his death PARTICIPATED, WITH TWO ABAN
was only a few. hours off.
DONED WOMEN, IN THE MURFOR
TO ARRANGE
EVER,

NEGRO IS LYNCHED
27. BenjaMuskogee, Okla., Jan.
min Dickerson, a negro charged with
ADMINISTRATION CONSIDERS AD. the murder of W. A. Chaffin, a traveling salesman at Oklahoma City, SunMITTING ARMS INTO MEXIday night, was forcibly removed from
CAN REPUBLIC
OPENING CELEBRATION
the Purcell jail early today by members of a mob who came in automoWashington, Jan. 27 That Presf biles, taken to Noble, nine miles north
27. President
Washington, Jan.
dent Wilson is opposed to the exemp of Purcell, and hanged.
Wilson today signed an executive ortion of American coastwise ships from
der putting into operation on April 1
Panama canal tolls was flatly asserted
a permanent government for the Pan
at the capitol today by those who
EL
Colonel
ama canal zona and

MAY

IS

OF ZONE

IflLdUl

STRETCHED

JANUARY

st

i

DER OF A CHINAMAN

TO INVESTIGATE

TRINIDAD

STRIKE

COMMERCE AND LABOR DEPARTMENT SENDS MAN TO THE
CCOAL FIELDS
S.
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 27.-J- .
Myers, an investigator of the federal
department of commerce'and labor arrived here this morning from Denver
to begin an investigation of charges
of peonage in the. southern Colorado
coal fields. The charge that men who
have filled the places of strikers are
being virtuailv bold prisoners In stir- rounding coal ca ps is made by lead-ers of 'the Uw
Mine Workers of
America and is
losted in the report
5 submitted to Gov- on strike comi:
ernor Amnion
committee of the
Colorado Fi of Labor.
'viU be conducted
.. Tim !!.p;t
in ail ot tb v
tnct, particularly at mines where large
numbers of men have been imported
to fill tne places or strikers, and a
written report will be made later
which is expected to cover the general
working conditions in the southern
Colorado ooal fields.
d

?

.

REVOLUTION

SPREADS

ALL OVER REPUBLIC
HAITI IS EXPERIENCING
IN
SUPPRESSING
UPRISING

TROUBLE

THE

Washington, Jan. 27. Blockade of
Cape Haiti, the storm center of the
latest revolution there, has been proclaimed by the government at Port au
Prince. State departmen reports say
the diplomatic corps at Port au Prince
has designated a committee of safety
to assume charge in the event of the
possible abdication of President Oerste
and the outbreak of disorder. The
German cruiser Bremen has arrived
there.
Rebels March on Capital
Port Ail prince, Haiti, Jan. 27. The
Haitien rebels today repulsed an attempt made by a force of government
troops under the command of Mr. ?ra-deminister of the interior, to land
at Saint Marie, 44 miles to the northwest of the capital. The government
troops, who had proceeded there on
board the dispatch boat Noord Alexis,
at once returned to this city.
The rebels are now marching toward tha mtal and the nosition of
government is hopeless. The pub
lic here maintains its calmness.
President Michael oreste, with his
wife, took refuge on "board the German cruiser Vineta at 2 o'clock this
afternoon, fighting having broken out
of the city. Detachment's of bluejackUnited
ets were landed from the
States warship Montana, as well as
from the Vinetal,

-

Two Exiles Return
Cape Haitien, Haiti, Jan. 27.

The
revolution in Haiti is spreading all
over the north. At Port de Paix and
Connives the entire population has
risen.
Two prominent exiles, General CarLa
los Zamor and Cenernl Beaufos-sministers
of
war,
former
both
Roche,
returned today to Cape Haitien, vhLh
is In the hands of the rebels.

Now York, Jan. 2f. Alfred
Leh
man, a youth in his teens, today testi
fied to having partaken in 16 bomb
outrages; revealed knowledge of 80;
cleared up the jmysttny of two mur-

ders and furnished information concerning a number of lesser crimes, including arson and burglary.
Lehman wai a witness in tht. trial
of Angelo Sylvester, accused of a
bomb outrage. Lehman told of the
burning of two Brooklyn houses for
the insurance, and many other lesser
crimes.
He said the bomb outrages
usually brought the men doing the
work $50.
One robbery In which a
was murdered, he saia, netted
while the women with him,
said, killed the Chinaman,

Chinese

him

?2,

who, he
got the

fS KILLED

.

Nairobi, British East African Pro
tectorate, Jan. 27 An encounter with
a lion caused the death here today of
Fritz Schindler, a member of an Amer
ican moving picture expedition, en
gaged in taking pictures' of wild animals in their natural surroundings In
Africa. Schindler was in Africa four
years ago with "Buffalo" Jones of Las
Vegas, N. M.

mi;

PLOT 10

DICTATOR
MEXICO

SEVERAL ARRESTS OF ALLEGES
THE CABINET QUITS
CONSPIRATORS
ARE MADE
Lisbon, Portugal, Jan. 27. The PorTHIS AFTERNOON
tuguese cabinet, headed by Dr. Alfonso Costa, resigned today as a result
of the parliamentary deadlock and TO KIDNAP
PEESIEENT
ministerial crisis which were brought
'
about by the action of the opposition majority in the senate in system- THE PLAN WAS TO SEIZE THP
REIGNS OF GOVERNMENT BY
atically rejecting all the government's
proposals.
FORCE OF ARMS
'

M

PINDELL IS CONFIRMED

'

'

S

GAMEOA
IS
SUSPECTEB
.Washington, Jau. 27. The nominations of Henry M. Pindell
Peoria,
111.,
to be ambassador to Russia and BUT FORMER FOREIGN MINISTER
Winifred D. Denison of Portland, Me.,
SHOWS HE WAS NOT 1M.
to be a member of the Philippine comPLICATED
mission and secretary of the Interior
of the Philippines, were confirmed by
Mexico City, Jan. 27. Police actiw
the senate today.
ity was in further evidence today in
connection with the
conspiracy reported yesterday. Tba
BIG BANK JOINS
authorities were silent as to the nature of the conspiracy, but declare'
that further arrests were to bo ex
ESERVE SYSTEM pected.
From unofficial sources it Is learnel
that the plot was to seize President
NATIONAL CITY OF NEW YORK Huerta and take
the
possession o
NATION'S LARGEST FINAN '
government by force of arms.
CIAL INSTITUTION
Federico Gamboa, formerly foreign
was currently: reported to
minister,
27.
New York, Jan.
Directors of the have
been placed under arrest in this
National City bank, the largest finanbut the report was untrue,
cial institution in the United States, connection,
as was also that in regard to General!
voted today to join the federal reserve
Eugenio Pascon, military governor oS
system.
who was eaid to be in the
The vote, it was announced, was un- Oaxaca,
plot.
animous. In the financial district it
Rumors of tie arrest of Joso Luis
had been known for some time that
Requena, who wa a, candidate for
the National City bank would come the vice
presidency on the Felix Diru
into the system, although during the
ticket, spread in the federal city, bur
early stages, of the currency legisla- proved to be without
foundation.
tion now enacted, it opposed certain
.

.

'
same amount
The lad's testimony corroborated In
detail a confession he made to the
police last fall. Lehman said he had
personally planted 16 or is bombs,
causing much damage.
AiB gong" i wxn ttrxr unv'jcdr-ocKrumors that it would surrender us fed no
"were blackhanders."
excitement In the city, as oimii.t
eral
charter.
de"The boss would write letters
reports have been common recent.1.
Among the bank's directors are J, In the meanwhile Provisional Pre-- :
manding money, under threats of
Italians. When P. Morgan, Henry C. Frick, James dent Huerta rides in an autor.iob;u
death, to
n
with no guar! protection except aa
they did not 'come across' I wag sent Stillman, William Rockefeller, J.
and
Jacob
Schift
II.
Armour,
with a bomb. They usually paid up
aid.
after the explosion of the bomb. If Frank Vanderlip. Mr. Vanderlip Is
institution's paid up
they did not we went after 'em again." president. The
Execution is Prevented
amounts
to $25,000,00"i.
Its
capital
Rocco Pucillo, another member of
Laredo,
Texas, Jan. 27. Efforts of
are
and
$30,500,000,
the gang, also confessed. He said he surplus and profits
United States Consul Garrett at Nuevo
more
than
its
$210,000,000.
deposits
35
participated in the setting off of
Laredo, Mexico, to save Samuel C:in-bombs in parts of the ctty.
t.u, a Mexican refugee,
sentenced to
"I was paid from $,"0 to $100 forj
be shot today at, sunrise, apparently
each bomb that I planted myself," he L1AJ0HS DECLARES
HE were successful. At noon
today the
said, "and I received $25 each time
sentence had not. been carried out.
the
members
I accompanied other
of
DID NOT POISON IIEI Cantu, a wealthy resident of Lamgang who planted bombs."
pasas, Mexico, is alleged to. have' 'been
x
cross-eAt the conclusion of his
lured from Laredo to the international
amination Lehman was asked by coun- CANNOT ACCOUNT
FOR ARSENIC bridge by a decoy letter, kidnapt
sel for the defense:
on the American sida by Mexican, fed
BEING FOUND IN DAUGH"When you placed bombs in crowd
BODY
erals and carried to Nuevo Larerfn.
TER'S
ed tenements did you ever take into
where ha was sentenced.
consideration the possibility of sacri
The nature of the charges against
Aliunogordo, N. M., Jan. 27. H. H.
ficing human lives
with poisoning his Cantu is unknown. The AmerUaa
charged
Majors,
"I never did."
daughter, Eudora, was on the stand consul last night applied to the gtatw
"Then you have bo regard for hu
department.
again tday, undergoing
mv'-miv.man life1 at
Yesterday afternoon the de"It was 'just the sani to mo! as kill
fendant related the circumstances atRebels Want oaiazar
ing an. insect," said the witness.
tending the illness and death of his
Austin, Tex., Jan. 27. Applicatioa
daughter and first wife, and declared for the extradition to Mexico of Genpositively that he did not administer eral Inez Salazar, the Mexican federal
to either of them and had no
poison
GEROAN LIKES ENGAGE
the United States
general captured
idea how they got the poison which authorities after by
the
flight from
experts declared had caused their
again was made on Governor
WAB
RATE
forMrs.
IN BITTER
deaths. The present
Majors,
Colquitt today toy constitutionalists.
merly Miss Isabelle Gibson, a San An- M. Chao, who signed himself "Govertonio, Texas, teacher, may take the nor ad interim of
Chihuahua," made
HAMBURG-AMERICAAND NORTH stand.
the formal request. Chao recently
PASCUT
LLOYD
GERMAN
.Majors married his first juife, Chris- was appointed governor of Chihuahuw
SENGER TARIFFS
tine Mitchell, at Carbondale, Fa., in
by General Villa. The charge oa
1890, when he was connected with a which Salazar's
extraction is Bought
27.
Jan.
a
Representatives
native
is
in
London,
that city. He
railroad
is the alleged murder rt Thomas Foun
in Great Britain of the Hamburg- of Pennsylvania and lived there until
an American.
American Steamship line declared to- he came to Alamogordo 12 years aso, tain,
Governor
Colquitt said ho woulj
Mrs.. Isabelle Maloi-s- , the piesent
day that the rate war opened between
no action on the request until
take
a
to
is
be
fight wife of the defendant,, took the stand
the German companies
he learned "whether the United States
to a finish. No quarter will be either today for her husband.
had recognized Chao,
government
the
Ham
shown or expected between
Majors did not leave the stand un and wired
Secretary liryan for thia
and the North German til nearly noon today and was through
information. Salazar U now- - In cusout the morning subjected to a rigid
Lloyd.
tody of United Sfales auibcrities at
The first named company is preparMarfa, awaiting trial on a ehnrw; of
Mrs. Majors testified that she had
ing for war on all the traffic heretothe neutrality law.
will
and
fore conceded to its rivals,
never been of a sirong constitution, violating
Immediately resume its passenger but that she seemed as well aficr her
VV heem
iy Goes to Cuoa
service to the east and the far west, marriage until the sickness just prior
V
hnisrton. in i
Vf wHi
hitherto almost monopolized by the to her husbands arrest., char-veni
i" v ii t
North German Uoyd. It also will in- murdering his d lu hit r I - ei t
v Oi'
I e
Rlie testified, she did not consider her N
vade the South American field.
1 il
Mi 1
imr.,
It was officially announced today ilhiess serious b it h. r 1 i
I 11
T a i
n
that the reduced steerage rates pub- insisted on her
h
1
" un
i
r
n
in
lished by the British steamship lines
in t)
Majors,
I
t1
v l ( n i
between the United Slates' and conti- indW.nifnt eb.'ir
- titii r r l
inon
an
c
r
efrectivo
will
become
drinrfitor's
nental ports
it
''), is
t cf
t r c
t' K ! 1 t '
February 1. The reduction amounts dictmwit char:
1 "
to $4.80 for enstbonnd passengers and ed position to
(u " F
north foi$2.4i for westbound.
Isabelle Majors.
well-to-d-

Og-de-
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Oji-nag- a,
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ILFELD FRIEZE IS

French Physician Has Found Administration of Oxygen of Much Value,
If Not an Absolute Cure.

Out Sale Will Continue Only
Few Flore Day

PRESENTED TO

A new and extraordinary use for
cxygen baa been found by Dr. Toulouse, chief physician of the Vijlejuif
ilnsane asylum. He flnda It a most
valuable aid in the treatment of madness.
Doctor Toulouse makes certain that
the oxygon In the steel cylinders In
which he receives it Is pure and free
from nitrogen; then he fills small
glass flasks with it. A rubber bulb
'enables him to regulate the pressure
in the flasks, and a rubber tube connects these with a fine hypodermic
needle. Through this 250 cubic centimeters of oxygen are Injected under
the skin.
A physician who has watched the
operation and its effects upon patients,
reporting his observations for La Nature, says the results are remarkable
among patients in a condition of acute
mental confusion, who are always
greatly improved and often cured entirely by a few injections. The excited
and victims of insomnia become calm
and lucid.
In cases of acute mania, dementia,
epileptic fits and certain cases of melancholia good results have been obtained. The oxygen treatment is now
being tried upon other forms pf insanity.

THE NORMAL
DONOR MAKES SHORT ADDRESS
AT IMPRESSIVE CEREMONIES
LAST NIGHT

Last night at the

New Mexico Nor-

Women's

Women's Lingerie Waists

Ready-to-Wea-

1

Garments

r

mal University occurred the unveJing
of the handsome frieze which was doWomen's Coats worth $7.00 to $9.50 for
One lot of Lingerie Waists in all styles either high or low neck, worth
nated to that Institution several
$2.50
memnow
a
Women's Coats worth $10.00 to $15. 00 for.
each,
Ilfeld,
regular
Charles
$1.75
months ago by
ber of the board of regents. This cerWomen's Coats worth $16.00 to $19.50 for
One lot of Lingerie Waists in all desirable, styles, worth up to $2.00
'
emony was accompanied by a program
Women's Coats worth $20.00 to $31.50 for
now
each,
$1.00
of speaking and music which was interesting. The event was the most
successful in the history of the Normal. The program began at 8 o'clock
and was attended largely by the Normal students and the citizens.
The unveiling of the frieze, a copy
of Donatello's "Dancing Putti," from
Our entire stock of Misses and Children's coats, in all styles and
During this sale,, we have place our entire stock of Ladies Muslin
the singing gallery of the cathedral of
Underwear on sale at the enourmous reduction of
colors, in all sizes up to 14 years, regular price up to $8.50
Florence, displayed to the audience
a beautiful piece of art. The frieze Is
1-- 3
24 feet long and 37 inches high. With
this work of art and those given by
the recent graduating classes the
Normal has the most beautiful assemHARD LINES FOR BUSY MAN
bly room in the entire southwest
Upon unveiling the frieze Mr. Ilfeld
One Unfortunate Circumstance He
made a speech of presentation. He
Could Stand, but the Other Was
in Torchons, Valenciennes and
said:
Almost Too Much.
and
Cotton Cluny, a large variety of
both
in
insertions,
edges
"Ladies and centlemen, and stu
widths and patterns worth 7 He
He was a very busy man, and she dents of the New Mexico Normal Unl
c
worth 74 tu 10c a yard
was a very pretty girl. She insisted versltv:
On several occasions 1 have
to 10c
upon having a love letter every day. from this platform asked to be ex
She got It.
l-2- c
a speech, as I am
"You write the loveliest letters, cused from making
1862
dear!" she said. "And when you are not blessed with the gift of an orator
o very, very busy all the time, I but on an occasion like this, it is exii
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BEST

TEA ON

MOUNTAIN

TOP

BROCADE OPERA

Long Cultivated by Priests of Buddhist Temple In the Western Part
of the Country.

COAT WITH CAP

OF GOLD LACE

The best tea in all China, and, therefore, In all the world, grows on top
of a small mountain in Western
called Ming Shan, and is cultivated by the priests of the Buddhist
e
tem-ilon its summit, according to the
Youth's Companion. Tradition says
that a Chinese pilgrim brought the
feeds from India centuries ago. There
are only a few pounds in each crop,
ttnd these have always gone as tribute
to Peking for the use of the imperial
household. Who will get the precious
tea now? Will it be reserved for the
family of the president of the republic, or will it be scattered among those
who are willing to pay a big price for
auch a luxury?
There is a saying in China, that to
make a perfect cup of tea you must
take leaves from Ming Shan, and water from the Yangtze. No one supposed the actual turbid river water to
be meant, but no one could explain the
proverb until De Rosthorn, who wrote
an interesting treatise on Chinese tea
solved the problem, or thought he did.
De Rosthorn was once crossing the
Yangtze near its mouth, at
when he saw some men in a
boat, dipping water into buckets. He
inquired why they did that, and was
told that at the bottom of the bay
there was a spring, remembered since
the time when the present river-bewas dry land, and that this spring
water was highly esteemed In cookery.
Here, then, he concluded, he found
that special water of the Yangtze
which, with Ming Shan leaves, made
the best cup of tea in the world.
Sze-ehua- n,

Chen-Klan-

about them is sumptuous.

in silk and velvet, crepe
For lining, plain crepe de chine and
BROCADES and in satin
have had, the thin supple satins are liked. The
are having now and will continue to matter of warmth is not given great
have a wonderful vogue. They are attention, for the wearers of so much
luxurious and beautiful and drape the splendor are supposed to ride and not
figure In the manner of classic dra- walk upon the occasions that call for
pery. Women are inspired by them; the coat. Still one may see plenty of
they embody the "splendor dear to these beautiful wraps in the cafes
women" which Tennyson noted. There and elsewhere, on people who go
Is no gainsaying their effect upon the about In the street cars and subways.

But these conveyances are quite comfortable nowadays and the distances
to be walked over are short.
The evening coats fashionable now
are ample and simple in outline. Most
of them are cut with a yoke and
having big, roomy sleeves in one
with the body of the garment. They
are easily put off and on. The picture shows an example which is a
good type of the majority of cloaks.
The small cap of gold lace trimmed
with a standing spray of silk fibre
aigrettes is simple enough. The gold
of the cap and the black of the
aigrette repeat these colors as they
appear in the deep and vivid nattier
blue of the wrap.
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TO QUALIFY AS "BEST MAN"
Wan Who Has Risen From the Ranks
to High Position Describes Requisites One Must Possess.
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this season as decorative adjuncts for
the muff. Huge, vivid-tonechrysanthemum's and dahlias in velvet, lead
the way, and the splash of color afforded by the tawny shades running
through all the gamut of riotous reds
and yellows appeals irresistibly to the
feminine mind.
Many opportunities for the display
of superb peltry are given this season
by the varied arrangements of fur on
the winter suits. It seems as though
women were more than ever convinced
that fur makes the most fascinating
background for the complexion and
were determined to lose no chance of
using it for decorative purposes on
every possible occasion.

Lingerie Vanity Bag.
Every woman knows the dainty
squares of linen or lawn with elaborately embroidered corners that are
called glove handkerchiefs, but every
woman doesn't know that they may be
carriage of their wearers. They are fashioned into the most sanitary or
queenly garments.
vanity bags. As the glove handkerThe fabrics are wonderful to start chief is never more than five inches
with, as rich looking as the old, square, it is easy to realize how very
heavy brocades after which they are tiny will be the bag that is formed
patterned, and as light and supple after a strip of lace beading has been
as crepe. Many of them show raised run circle-wis- e
between the corners
velvet flowers or conventional designs and they have been drawn in with a
on a crepe ground, the velvet flowers quarter yard length of narrow ribbon
weighing the crepe so that it hangs which ties in the smallest of bows.
in lovely lines about the figured
When the bag is closed, the four emThese garments are cut longer than broidered ends fall over like the
'
plush or cloth coats in order to cover petals of a white lily.

The Simplest of Lace Waists

House Plants Healthy.

27, 1914.
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The legal department for this state gestion, could not eat solid food, when
"The Unwritten Law" and "The TyIs to move its headquarters to Albu- a friend advised me to try Chamberphoon."
To Cure a Cold In One Day
querque as soon as Captain Reid lain's Tablets. I found such relief Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
from one box that I continued using
takes charge of the work.
Tablets. Druggists refund money 11
Ragged wound are painful ana
them until cured, and though six years it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- cause much
Judge, Waldo's Long Service
annoyance. If not kepB
It has been known for some time have elapsed I have not felt the nature is on each box. 25c. Adv.
fester abd become running
clean
they
among railway men that Judge Waldo slightest return of my former trouSNOW LINIBALLARD'S
sores.
desired to retire from active practice ble." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
IRVING TO TOUR CANADA
MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy)
of law, and for a number of years past
London, Jan. 27. Laurence Irving, for such cases. Apply It at night bethe detail of the solicitor's office has BIRTHDAY OF EMPEROR WILLIAM the;
younger son of the late Sir Henry fore going to bed and cover with ai
been transacted by Mr. Twitchell, albirth- Irving, sailed from Liverool today for cotton cloth bandage.
It heals in ai
Berlin, Jan. 27. The fifty-fift- h
though Judge Waldo has had general day anniversary of Emperor William Montreal to begin a theatrical tour few days. Price 25c, 50c and 1.H
Judge Waldo was celebrated in the
direction of business.
customary man- of Canada. He goes out under the per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
has been solicitor for the Santa Fe ner
Adv.
the
throughout
today
empire. Ber- - direction of the new British;andlan
more than 30 years, having been apsoon
1883
pointed to the position in
after the commotion of t&e railroad
to' Albuijuet-viur- t
t i
He was horn In Jackson county,
f
1844.
is
He
Missouri, on January 16,
A
Ludlow
Waldo,
Lawrence
son
of
the
who was engaged in merchandising
over the old Santa Fe and Cbihsahua
trails, and who, in 1847, was shot by
the Mexicans when returning from
Santa Fe, N. M., to hla home In West-por-
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HABIT THAT PAYS

of house plants can imagine the charm
and beauty they can lend to the room
in which they live. Unhealthy plants
are depressing, and unless one is willing to give the window garden a reasonable amount of care it is better to
dispense with it altogether. The house
plants will cheerfully repay any intelligent attention,
though they resent
"
meddling. The real gardener, the one
who has the true lovo of flowers at
heart, knows when to leave well
enough alone. Do not disturb the roots
at all during the winter unless they
are attacked by Insects, for most
plants are resting and cannot then
put out new shoots. This Is particularly true of such plants as palms, rubber plants and ferns', which had best
be shifted and fed with fertilizers only
In the summer. Soft wooded plants,
like geraniums, are not easily injured
by transplanting; but even so if they
need extra feeding on account of large
.growth, it is much better given in
liquid form.
Loyalty.

I

V.

V

No one who has not seen a really
well care for and healthy collection

For those who are not merely loyal,
but also enlightened, loyalty, never
losing the dennlteness and concrete-nes- s
of its devotion to some near and
directly fascinating cause, sees Itself
to be in actual spiritual unity with
the common cause of all the loyal,
whoever they are. The great cause
for all the loyal is In reality the
cause of the spread and the furtherance of the cause of the universal loyalty of all mankind; a cause which
nobody can serve except by choosing
his own nearer and more immediate
appreciated cause the private cause
which is directly his own his family,
his community, his friendship, his call
ing, and the calling of those who serve
with him. Yet such personal service your special life cause, your task,
your vocation is your way of furthering the ends of universal humanity.
Joslah Royce, "Loyalty and Insight.

BOTTOM LEY.

Flower Decorations for Muffs.
Flowers are extraordinarily popular

d

What constitutes the "best man" in
any line of commercial activity? was
a question put to the New York agent
of a steel corporation who came up
from a puddler in his company's plant.
J'he requisites to make such a man, in
his opinion, are:
"Amenable to discipline and able to
take criticism in good form.
"Able to apply fairness and consideration to those who through force of
circumstances are placed under him.
"Must not hesitate to criticise when
criticism is needed, and for the sole
benefit of his company.
"Performs such work as comes to
him with the best at his command.
"Does not pay too serious attention
to the clock and is willing to work a
few minutes overtime without protest
"Takes the assignment of new and
difficult work to him with good grace.
"Always ready to profit by his associations with his fellow" workers."

more of the light evening dresses
worn under them than need be covered by coats for day wear.' They are
ornamented with fur at the neck and
sleeves, and heavy cords and long tas.
sels used for fastenings. Everything
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waist made of
AN attractive
lace is shown here, which is
as simple as can be and at the same
time stylish and effective. It is cut
by a blouse pattern, having the
sleeves and bodice in one. The seams
are set together with
and frills of net finish them and the
neck.'
Unlike many net and lace waists,
the sleeves are barely elbow length,
Descendants of Aztec Royalty.
for in many of the new waists they
Descendants of the Aztec monarchs are long. In fact, one extreme or
of Mexico still live. There is one in the other seems to be the rule either
Holland and another in Mexico itself, very long, coming well down over the
while some of the lesser kinsmen are hands, or else ending Just above the
still drawing pensions from the Mexi- elbow.
A waist like that shown Is useful in
can government on the strength of
that kinship. Direct descendants of many ways. It is cut on the right
Montezuma live in Salamanca, reprelines by expert cutters. Women buy
sented by the Maldonado family, allied these simple lace and net waists and
by marriage with the English house of use them as a foundation on which
Lancaster. The Empress Eugenie of to build much more elaborate afFrance claims descent from the great fairs. By adding chiffon drapery emMontezuma,
and, as a biographer broidered motifs, fine net or lace
writes, "the widow of Napoleon III. IB gulmps, handsome girdles they work
thus of greater imperial stock than transformations and lift the waist
her husband, and brought to the al- from the three dollar class into the
liance more dignity than she acquired thirty dollar class.
Or if a lace and draped bodice is
g

.1

7

Judge Waldo received a very limited
education In the common schools of
his native county; he attended the
University of Missouri part of one
year. In 1872, with the caravan of
George Bryant, he crossed the plains
to Santa Fe. Returning to Westport,
the following year, he removed to
California, where he read law and
wag admitted to the bar of that state.
On January 10, 1876, he was appointed chief justice of the supreme oourt
of New Mexico by President Grant,
holding the office two years.
In 1883. when the law department
of the Santa Fe was systematized, he
was appointed its solicitor for New
Mexico.

During his long residence iu this
state as judge and as corporation attorney Judge Waldo has won for
himself not only the highest respect
but the warm friendship with all of
the thousands with whom his work
has brought him into contact.
While Colonel Twitchell has not
announced definitely that he will
leave New Mexico, his friends in Las
Vegas say that his mind practically
Is made up to accept the position tendered him by the mining corporation
of which his brother is president.
Colonel Twitchell's long residence in
the state and his notable literary
rework, especially his historical
search and writing, have given him
a national reputation and have made
him one of the state's foremost citi-

wanted with a skirt of velvet or
satin or any other of the season's
fashionable fabrics, one of these net
or lace waists is draped with a bit of
the material of the skirt. Sometimes
there is a drapery over the shoulders,
and sometimes it is in the form of
the girdle. Often it is merely a panel
at the back and front with chiffon
v
over it and a separata girdle of rib- zens.
succeed
to
bon.
Is
who
Reid,
Captain
The skirt is separate usually but Judge Waldo, has been connected with
after the waist is adjusted and the the Santa Fe legal department
girdle pinned to place the dress seems
all in one.

Nothing was ever more useful to
the tourist than these simple blouses
of lace and net. They are so soft and
light that it la no trouble to carry
them. One needs pretty corset covers of silk or lace under them, and
they are mere wisps of clothing weighing nothing. With a pretty lace waist,
a ribbon girdle and the fancy corset
cover, a plain skirt will answer and
still the wearer may feel "dressed
up" for dinner at the hotel or on the
steamer, or at home, wherever there
Is a call for a pretty deral toilette.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
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or store, or shop, no matter how larjje
or small, will find ELECTRIC POWER from our central
The factory

station cheapest and most convenient.
There is absolutely NO WASTE from electric
power. You only pay for the power you actually use
or contract for. It is always available in any quantity.

Electric power eliminates dust and dirt, noise and
vibration. The problem of fuel and ash disposal and
hundreds of other vexations inseparable from the ope
ration of other forms of power production are of no
concern to those using electric service.
ECONOMICAL SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS

Small electric motors are invaluable to merchants
and housewives and dentists. They can be employed
for a wide variety of purpose. Sewing machine motors save time and energy. Just the thing for YOUR
wife. Buy her one today.
Initial costs of electric motors are moderate,
Operation inexpensive. We will be pleased to de
strate the advantages of electric motors, or IS: yC
supply dealer.
"Always at Year Service"

For the sick and the aged,
makes life worth living. It

Slrengltcns, BuiUs Up an J Hoorislcs
Iru(rei,,ts. arrocprs ard dealers, at
$1.00abottia.

thi
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Memorial

Peace Day;

18,

30,

Day.

June, with but five days Indicated
as holidays, leaves out the most Im
portant of all Commencement Ba- yTrue, all commencement days do not
fall on the same date, but that is a
small matter and could be easily ad
justed. The Optio refuses to Indorse
the list until Its compiler adds Com
mencement Day. June 14 is Flag Day
17, Battle of Bunker Hill; 21, Longest
Day of the year; 22, bi:mmer Begins
July 4, Independence Day; 12,
Orangeman's Day but why celebrate
Orangemen's Day and leave out the
Official Opening of the Prairie Hay
Season? That would appeal to the
farmers but the hay might spoil.
August draws but one holiday, according to this decidedly incomplete
list, and that the ICth, the Battle of
Bennington. But what about Emancipation Day? Without this important
day the list never could receive the
indorsement of Anderson Taylor, and
failing Anderson, anything the rest
of the town might say would be unavailing even did It not approve most
highly of Emancipation Day.
September starts In with the anni
versary of the assassination of Presi
dent McKinley... September 6, 1901. Labor Day is September 7; 21, the Jewish New Year is celebrated; the 23rd
is the First Day of Autumn.
October 12. The Discovery of America by Columbus in 1492, and Halloween, of far greater importance in the
kid's opinion, is passed up.
November 26 is Turkey Day.
December 22 is the shortest day of
the year, and the official opening of
winter., December 25, Christmas Day.
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Advertisers are guaranteed the "Al" Ringling, Famous Circus Man
In the "Interesting People" departFargest dally and weekly circulation
ci any newspaper In northern New ment of the February American MagMexico.
azine appears an. account of "Al"
Ringling, the famous veteran show
man. He and his. brothers are the
TELEPHONES
greatest powers in the circus world
business Office . . . .
Main 2
todaty. When they were school boys
t.'News Department
Main 9
they ran away from home and started
to give a show in neighboring towns
Bailey's cirThey now own Barnum
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1914.
cus and many other of the most im
"OLD SANTA FE" IS OUT portant shows. In the article Mr,
Ringling is quoted as follows:
" 'I've always been in the circus bus
T':e Optic has received the third
number of "Old Santa Fe", the quar-- iness,' he said. 'As a schoolboy I ran
1?" '; magazine of history, archaeology, away from home with one or two of
and biography published my brothers and started to give a
show in neighboring towns
iu the capital of th etaiiv Colonnl black-fac- e
when my good
Ralph E. Twitchali of this city Is the We were hardly started
editor. A lengthy article describing father arrived on the scene, the secthe work of Samuel Gorman, pastor ond or third day, and took us home
of a church hei3 many years ago, Is using a combination of sheer force
of considerable interest to Las Vegans. and persuasion of another kind. But
took us home, he
'DliI Santa Fe" is such an excellent even though he
iiuhlication and so uniquely and en- couldn't get the 'circus' out of our
tirely southwestern in character, that systems, and in 1S82 we started out
'"
everybody in New Mexico should be in earnest.
"
'Our
first
performance was in the
interested In It It is the kind of a
in
There are lots
Baraboo.
jail
yard
Ihsould
be filed away
magazine that
of people who still remember that perand bound by volume
formance, largely, I guess, because the
Q
seats fell down and almost broke up
A CRYING NEED
the show. Of course, It was only a
small venture and had little to rec
A, Las Vegas business man, In The ommend it save the enuiusiasm of the
Optic office today, remarked that performers.
" 'Oh, yesl' he anticipated my ques
more days should be celebrated as
holidays. He said the town should tion 'we all performed in those days,
take a day off for Statehood day and all five of us. One of us was the
Lincoln's birthday, All Fool's Day,
another walked the tight
and a dozen or two others in the rope; another ate fire; one was a
course of a year. To which the Tired clown; my own act was juggling and
fianjjj Clerks will unanimously
rolling big cannon balls up and down
my arms and around my neck. Some
As a suggestion for days which say that's why I; am a littjo stoped
ehould be celebrated by knocking off today.'
" 'Did you have any animals then,
work, is a list named on a calender
"which came to The Optio office from any menagerie?'
business firm, the other
an
'Onlf 'thjree or four horses, a
A
few
of
the
presibirthdays
day.
monkey, and a hyena but this last
name. Xf e
dents may have been omitted, but If had a more
"
so it was an oversight on the part of called him a "grave-robbinAs such he was a great success
he compllor. There are 44 red letter
dr.ys on this calendar, and any busi- and brought us lots of business.
" 'This was In our wagon-shoness house should be able to get its
work done In the remaining 259 days days,' he continued., We traveled by
of the year, counting out the 52 Sun- wagons for six years, before we became a railroad show. In those times
days. Here is the list:
January 1, New Year's Day; 17, Ben- one year was about like another but
jamin Franklin's Birthday; 19, Robert when we got onto the railroads we beB. Lee's birthday; 21, Stonewall Jack- gan to grow rapidly.'
son's Birthday; 29, McKInley's,, Birth"I remarked that Mr, Ringling must
day.
have seen many changes take place
,
February 2, Groundhog Day; 12, Lin. in the circus business.
win's Birthday; 14, St. Valentine's
"'Yes, indeed!' he replied. "And
Day; 15, the Destruction of the Maine; when I think of the pioneers whose
22, Washington's
Birthday; 25, Ash names headed the "greatest shows on
Wednesday, Lent begins.
earth" I begin to feel like an old man
March 15, Andrew Jackson's Birth- although I am only sixty-fourA remiday; 17, St, Patrick's Day; 21, First niscent look came Into the kindly eyes
Tay of Spring.
which look out from beneath black,
April, starting with All Fool's Day, bushy eyebrows of marked contrast to
and
properly has the longest list of holi- the circus man's eilver-gradays of any month, with nine days off.
hair. 'Barnum, of course, has
This, with the four Sundays, would been dead a good many years': His
make the downtrodden
laboring peo-F;!-a partner and successor, Bailey, is also
17 days' work in the month. Here
dead, and we boys own the Barnum &
re the rest of the April bunch; April
Bailey show. The Forepaugh brothers
j Palm Sunday; 6, Peary discovered are gone; so are the Sells brothers.
fW North Pole, 1909; 10, Good Friday; Their combined shows belong to me
12, Eastor; 13, Thomas Jefferson's individually. There was a time also
birthday; 19, patriot's Day; 3, Shake-vHr'- g when we controlled the Buffalo: Bill
Birthday; 27, Grant's Blrtli-la- OTld West. Come to think of it, I'm
pretty near the veteran showman toMaj- 1, Dewey's Victory, 1R9; 1ft,
day, although I've got four younger
'
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She relieves or finds
brothers associated with me in the meet them.
business.' "
work, if possible, for those who are
unable to earn supplies for themCommander Evans' Tribute to Captain selves and families. The doctor in
Oates
charge is also a magistrate, and disOn January 4, 1912, writes Com- penses such justice as he can. Havmander Evans in the February Strand, ing the remedial inellpations of the
Captain Scott, Oates, Bowers, and profession, his treatment of the cases
Seaman Evans proceeded south.
hag always had a view to the future
The last supporting party accom- rather than the past, and a generous
panied the polar party for three miles, government has permitted us to exer
and, as they were going strong, we cise considerable discretion.
halted, shook hands .11 round and
bade them farewell. Up to this time
no (traces of the successful Norwegians had been seen, and we all fondly
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Imagined that our flag would be the
first to fly at the south pole. Tne excitement was Intense; it was obvious
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan, 27. W. V.
that with five fit men the pole being Stafford of San Francisco, supreme
only 145 miles away the achievement secretary of the Order of Railway Em
was merely a matter of ten or fifteen ployes, will be in Albuquerque Feb
days' good sledging.
ruary 28, to attend a meeting and
The last farewell was most touch ibanquet by the order there, after
ing, Oates being far more affected which lie will accompany Hugu II
than any other of the southern party. Williams of the corporation commis
He handed me a letter for'his mother, sion to Santa Fe, where he will put
and told me to write and let his peo in a day or two sightseeing.
Game Warden Moved
ple know how fit and happy he was.
He asked me to send him out tobacco
The game warden's office in the
and sweets by the dog teams, and his
is being moved today to the
last words to any man now living third floor room in the southwest cor- were words of consolation at not go- er formerly occupied by the stream
ing forward, and thanKs for our under gauging office. This latter has been
taking the return journey short hand- moved into the adjoining room, and
ed, which meant, as we then thought, the attorney general will add the formso much to the polar party. I think er office of the game warden to his
his j actual last remark was, "I am suite.
In the Supreme Court
afraid, Teddy, you won't have much
In the supreme court this morning
ot a 'slope' going bacn, but old Chris
topher Is waiting to be eaten on the case No. 162S was argued and subBarrier when you get there."
mitted, having been postponed from
As the party stepped oft we gave January 19. The title of the case is
them three hunre
"find then the State of New Me.io vs. Claud M.
turned our sledge and commenced our Cooley, from Rio Arriba. Renehan and
homeward march. Oates, who was pull Wright represented Cooley and Ira L.
ing In the rear, waved his hand sev Grimshaw had charge of the case for
eral times. We frequently looked back the state.
until the little roup were but a tiny Highway Commission to Albuquerque
The members of the state 'highway
black speck on the southern horizon,
and finally they disappeared.
commission left today by automobile
Thai details of his loss are known for Albuquerque, where they will
throughout the world. The heroic meet with road enthusiasts there conmanner in which he walked out of the cerning the highway from Albuquerque
tent to certain death in the hope of to Jemez for which a survey was made
saving his three comrades la one of about three months ago. Those who
which it Is impossible to think without made the trip were Governor W. C.
a thrilling of the blood. He lived al- McDonald, State Engineer Jamos A.
ways, as he died, without fear and French and Land Commissioner
. The
without reproach. A splendid British
governor and the state
return to Santa Fe towill
will
his
ever live in engineer
soldier,
memory
the pride and the affection of his fel- morrow, but Mr. Ervein will go to
low countrymen and in the hearts cf Doming before returning.
'Lower Rate on Cattle
his companions as a most glorious exFollowing a complaint about the
ample to us all.
rate on cattle from Noria to El Paso,
a distance of 25 miles, for wich $19
Lack of Education in Labrador
The inability of the people to rea'd was formerly charged, the state corand write was sometimes a source of poration commission wrote the El
absurd experiences, says Dr. Grenfell, Paso and Southwestern about the mat
writing of htsexperenee in Labrador ter, although the rale is interstate,
in the February Wide World maga- and suggested that steps be taken to
zine. For instance, one illiterate per- meet the shipper's half way. As a reson traded on his own account, used sult a rate of $13 has been announced
to sketch the purchases, when he by the road.
could not write their names down, as
Railway Mail Clerks Exam
near as he could in his book. While
A civil service examination for railexplaining his account to one fisher- way mail clerk will be held at the
man dealer he read out "One cheese " following points in New .Mexico on
"I had nar a cheese," the man in- February 21: Santa Fe, Albuquurque,
'
sisted.
East Las Vegas, Roswell ahd Tucum-narThe position pays $900 a year.
"Well, what else did you have?" he
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Boa'f Be Misled if
Yen

Bsvelaag Treble

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEW.
ELR.Y, OPTICAL GOODS
IN OUR. OWN SHOP.

TAUPER.T'S

Company.

WEDLOCK DISREGARDED
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 27. Judge
and
Craig, matrimonial
adjuster
peacemaker, has a poser on his hands.
Today he postponed until tomorrow
at, 11 a. m., the case, Involving Mrs.
Lena Gurule of Barelas, charged by
Mrs. Gonzales of that same district
wtih assault with words, after preliminary Investigation had disclosed a
state of affairs which appeared to be

at least startling.
from the
Mrs. Gonzales,
evidence, has tw!0 :dauhters living at
the home of Mrs. Gurule, the girls
testifying that they refused to live
with their mother (because she was liv
ing with a man who was not her husband. Mrs. Gonzales on the other hand
testified that Mrs,, Gurule was living
with a man to whom she was not mar
her
ried and showed that one of
daughters was also maintaining the
same relation with still another man.
The other girl it was shown by evi
dence had worked for a well known
family where she had been accused of
stealing, the police, it is said, having
found a number of the articles in her
trunk. Judge Craig asked the girl ac
cused of living with a man outside of
wedlock about the matter and she said
the man in question had promised to
marry her. Upon instructions she
went forth and produced the man who
said he had Intended to marry the
girl but that he had since acquired
another
girl, promising, however,
to part with her and marry the
About this time the
Gonzales girl.
court acquired a headache and post
poned the case until tomorrow.
Women and Wet Feet
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
combination especially to women, and

congested kidneys often result. Backache, urinary irregularities and rheumatic fevers are not unusual results.
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
and normal action of kidneys and
bladder and remove the cause of the
trouble. Contain no habit 'forming
drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

To Dedicate Belen Bridge
Drug Store. Adv.
new bridge across the Rio
The
he replied.
"Gorra!" said the trader, I forgot to Grande at Belen will be dedicated on
OPIUM SMUGGLERS ACTIVE
New Orleans, Jan. 27. Owing to
skitch the hole in tt'"
Sunday, February 1. Belen and Valen
I remember another man who used cia county are preparing to make a the large number of steamships arrivto weigh out a
ration of pork big affair out' of this event, and State ing at this port at this time of year
by balancing a big stone in one out- - Engineer James A. French has oeen to load cotton, the customs inspectors
stretched hand and the' pork in the asked to be present and make one are having great difficulty In prevent
other! We had no inspector of weights of the addresses of the occasion.
ing the smuggling of opium. Many of
" from the
is located about the vessels are
This new
measures In
was asked.
"A grindstone, sorr,"

and

bridge

those. days.

First Class Repairing

If you have Limit Trouol,'. do not be
misled by reports of dis.oveik'S of
to relievo that nfli rtlon. No speeilic
bus us yet been found. Kckimin's A tera-tivehowever, Im u medicine lor throat
and lmiK troubles which has been,
nsed In ninnv cases. If you are
sleli It uilcut be wise for you to Investigate Its merits and its use nutv be of
Heart of this
lastlni; beueiit to you.
case;
.303 Seventh Ave., New York.
'Gentlemen: Five years nco last August I was taken to St. Francis' Hospital
to be treated for Bronchitis and couuest-elimns. After several weeks' tre.'itineiit
.
. .
I
w;is advised liv the doctor to ro tu u
convalescent sanitarium, hut could not be
admitted because the doctor at the hospital, after a thorough examination, deat- clared my case l.unit Trouble, and gave
me a certificate- - to that effect. I showed
the certilicate to Father Stark, and he advised me to take Fckuinn's Alterative.
I took the Alterative
faithfully as directed, and soon found myself free from
sweats
and
and
nlht I
fever,
gradually got
better.
have not taken the Alterative
now for two years, andean truthfullv snv
I am well. I fell better and am stroucer
than ..
ben
my sickness."
' I A I,. before
.1
...t 1PT
tJ
,1 in-- t-tAbove abbreviated; more on retiuest.)
Kokinan's Aitoratlve has been proven by
many years' test to be most efnVaoious
Claypool hotel and will continue until operations were resumed for a time,
for severe Thiont and Lung Affections,
Krom bitis. Uronehl-iAsthma. Stubborn
Friday. Milo J. Thomas or Corunna but support appeared and the list again
t'oids and in upluilblinsj the system,
is the president of the association. A hardened. Heading and Canadian Pai'o'italns no narcotics1, poisons or hsthlt.
furiuInK dracs.
Ask for booklet telling
big exhibition of hardware products cific ended with gains of about a
of recoveries,
and write to F.eknian
laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for eviIs being held In connection with the point and a half respectively,
but
dence For sale bv all leading druggists
f
.
otherwise there were no important
and E. G. Murphey and Central Drug convention.
'
changes.

arriving

two miles from Belen.' It is 670 feet Orient and considerable quantities of
in reality, and was much increased loug, consists of nine 30 foot wooden the contraband drug have been seized.
by the absence of newspapers, librar spans and five steel 80 foot spans. It In one recent case the Chinese memies, or other interesting books to stim is expected to have it in shape for bers of the crew of a British ship
ulate the desire to learnv; Nowadays travel by Sunday. The bridge cost tacked a, Prty, of customs Inspectors
on the; wharves and' i"required the
the hospital ship1'"' carries h ' and ' ' ex $14,355.
Notaries Named
service of the strong arm squad before
changes each Irip small and Varied liNotaries were named Saturday af- the riot could be quelled.
brary boxes. She also makes Inquiry
into ail cases of poverty and tries to ternoon as follows: Harry P. Owen,
Colds to be Taken Seriously
Albuquerque; Samuel E. Tipton, Wat-rou-

It was, however, a serious trouble

The closing sales were:
Amalgamated fe'opper
Sugar
Atchison
Reading
Southern Pacific .. ...
row you will relish your fod again. United States Steel .
The best ever for biliousness. For UuJted States Steel, pfd...
sale by all dealers. Aiv.!-.'- .
j
When You Are Bilious
Food ferments in your
stomach
when you are bilious. Quit eating
and take a full dose of Chamberlain's
Tablets. They will clean out and
strengthen your stomach and tomor-

75
108
t)9
169--

.........

.

161
66
112

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ILLINOIS

MEET

DAIRYMEN

Chicago, Jan. 27. Wheat declined
today In sympathy with lower prices
at Liverpool, where Russian offerings
were heavy and cheap. Prices started
cent lower and underto M
went a further sag. The close was
nervous, ranging from a shade decline
to
advance compared with last
night.
Advices that the Argentine
corn
crop has been virtually made and is
two weeks earlier than the average

('

of
Freeport, 111., Jan.
the Illinois State Dairymen's association, together .with, machinery .manufacturers and others inferegted )g(the
dairy Industry, gathered, here in force
today for the opening of the association's fortieth annual convention. The
sessions will continue until Thursday.
Economical and profitable dairying,
breeding up the dairy herds, dairy
side lines, alfalfa ancf ensilage are
among the subjects scheduled for discussion.
&'
grade. The opening, which was
to
cents otr, was roiiowea by an
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
additional setback. The close was
were firm, unchanged to
New York, Jan. 27. 'Stocks
net higher.
today
Oats suffered from absence of desupplied in Jarge (amounts
whenever quotations showed an ad- mand. First transactions in provisions
vancing tendency. The extent of fthe varied from a shade to 1 cents derecent advance made traders reluctant cline and there was a subsequent fall
to attempt active operations on the yet lower. The last quotations were:
long side in the face of this realizing,
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
and the market gradually developed
Corn, May 66; Juiy 65.
a heavy tone. The 'concentration of
Oats, May. 39; July 39.
pressure on the Rock island securities
Pork May $21.55.
and shifting of the buying movement
Lard, May $11.10; July $11.25.
from the usual leaders to
Ribs, May $11.57; July $11. V0.
shares we,re evidences of a weaker
condition.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Jan. 27. Hogs,- reSigns of moderate purchases of an
investment character were apparent, ceipts 10,000. Market steady to 5 cents
but the inquiry from this source was lower. Bulk $8.108.40; heavy $8.40
neigther as large nor as varied as on 8.47; packers and nutchers $8.25
recent days. By noon the level of 8.45; lights $7.908.25; pigs $6.75
prices was depressed under yester- 7.75.
day's close. Bonds were Irregular.
Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steaPressure against the market lifted, dy to strong. Prime led steers $8.60
to
but the rally was slight, owing
9.25; dressed beef steers $7.25
weakness in' New Haven, which fell $8.50; western steers $6.758.50;
l'i- - Foreign operations were on a southern steers $6.258.50; cows
larger scale than for a long time.
$4.357.50; heifers $6.758.75;
over 50,000 shares.
stockers and feeders $68; bulls $5.50
Speculation languished in the after7.50; calves $6.5011.25.
noon. There was serious irregular
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steady
fluctuation which did not disturb-thto 10 cents lower. Lambs $7.258;
price level materially.
yearlings $6. 256. 90; wethers $5.25
r no.
The market closed firm. Bear
ffetr crft
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S!:rk cr.d Cupid
Cunning Platters
Many a New Homo will Have a Little
Sunbeam to Bnfhten It.

'V-

-

MA

Educational Board to Meet
The state board of education will
meet next Monday, February 2.
To Quiet Title
A suit was filed in the United States
district court by D. C. Collier and
company, real estate dealers, to quiet
title , to, landa situate near the Pojoa-qu- e
Pueblo grant. The suit, which
names many defendants, was filed by
Attorney Melvln Dunlavy.

Intelligent people realize that

conrr

mbn colds should be treated promptly.
If there is sneezing and chillinesu
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
coughing, begin promptly the use of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
a cold, and stops the cough which
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

INDIANA HARDWARE DEALERS
f
ilndianapolis, Jan. 27. Nearly 2,000
prominent representatives of the hardware trade have' gathered in this city
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
Tliore is una11y a certain degree of dread
for
the annual convention of the In
In every woman's mtnd as to tlie probable Druggists refuntj money it PAZO
diana Retail Hardware' association.
pain, distress and danger of
cure
OINTMENT
falls to
Itching, The sessions are
But, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
being held at the
known as Mother's Friend, all Ji'ar Is ban- Blind, Bleeding or Protruding PileB.
ished and the period is one of unbounded, First
25c.
application gives relief.
Joyful anticipation.
Mother's Friend Is used externally.
It
is a most penetrating application, makes
the. muscles of the stomach and abdomen TO HONOR MEMORY OF McKINLEY
pliant bo they expand easily and naturally
Washington, Jan. 27. The Ohio Sowithout pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness ciety of Washington plans to celebrate
and other symptoms that tend to weaken the birthday anniversary of President
the prospective mother. TIiub Cnpld and
McKinley with a buffet supper and
the stork are held up to veneration;
We have had so many inquiries lately
are rated us cunning plotters to herald they
the ball Instead of the usual banquet. The regarding Kezema and other,
skin discoming of a little sunbeam to gladden the
eases,
to make our
that we are
hearts and brighten the homes of a host ol affairjwill take place Thursday night. answer public Afterglad
careful investigawe have found that a
happy families.
Associate Justice Day o the supreme tion
waab
of Oil of Wlntorgreen, aa simple
There are thousands of women who have
compounded
n .
D. Prescription, can
be relied
nsed Mothers Friend, and thus know from court of the United States, president
upon.
would not make this stateexperience that It is one o our greatest of the society, is to' preside. Among ment toWe
our patrons, friends and neighcontributions
to healthy, happy mother- the
bors
unless
we were sure of itand
L.
speakers Will be Colonel John
hood. It is sold by all druggists at $1.00
although there are many
Ecper bottle, and is especially recommended Clem, Charles p. Marvin, chief of the zema remedies sold, we ourselves
as a preventive of caking breasts and all
D.
recommend
D.
PreD
weather bureau; John Bassett Moore, scription.
other such distresses.
Ij.op Inlo our store toda, just to talk
Write to Bradtield Relator Co., 131 counselor of the state department, and
th'S wonder;Ci. Pro-Lamar Bid?., Atlanta, Ua., for their very
wriDtiSa merUS
of
Senator
Y.
Lawrence
Sherman
valuable bonk to expectant mothers,
(Jet
D. GOODALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
a bottle of Mother's Friend
,
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$3.00 Warner's Bust Proof Corsets
$2.50 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets...
$2.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets'; :

,...,.',,
.1'.

$1 50 Warners Rust Proof Corsets ...........
$1.25 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets
$1.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets

,
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Complete Run of Sizes

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
Ths STORE or

t.
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26 to Saturday Jan.

Extra Special In Newest Models
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
GOMPERS'

.

PERSONALS

1UTUAL THEATER

We Have on Display

Mra.; Ollle Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romatne. Adv.
W. W. Lyman, of Watrous was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora was a

business visitor in Las Vegas today.
A. R. Wilson, a commercial man of
New York, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas yesterday.
P. E. Schnobel arrived in Las Vegas
last night from Alouquerque for a
short business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. S. il Fisher came in
last night from Mineral Hill for a
short business visit.
L. R. Tighton of Albuquerque came
in yesterday evening for a brief business visit in this city.
M. S. Keenan of springer came in
yesterday afternoon for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoemaker came this afternoon for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
W. A. Watts is In Las Vegas for a
short time from his home in Wyoming. He is employed in the uump
barber shop.
Clem Cooney, representative for the
Reynolds Tobacco company, came in
last night from Denver for a short
''
Jjusfjiess visit.
E. M. Swayze of Colorado Springs,
Colo., came in laat night and will remain in Las Vegas asl a business vis
itor for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. fc. Abbott and Mr
and Mrs. A. E. Phlip of Denver, Col.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here for a short time as
visitors.
P. A. Hill, a special officer for the
Santa Fe Railway company, arrived
in Las Vegas last night from Raton
and will be a business visitor in Las
Vegas for the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Sheetzle and
children left this afternoon for Phoe
nix, Ariz., where they will remain
They have been residents of Las Ve
gas for the past several months.
treorge A. Fleming of the Invest
ment and Agency Corporation, returned last night from Chicago and Kan
sas City where he has been for the
past several weeks. Mr. Fleming was
In Kansas City as a witness in the
1J. A. MounDay land fraud case,
Roy Valentine and Archie Simon,
sons of prominent business men in
New York City, left last night for Call
fornia, wheer they will remain for a
short time and return to Las Vegas
They have been located at the Fisher
ranch at Mineral Hill during their
stay here, and are enthusiastic about
the country.
,

A now on el tvtmnlp.tA flRAnrtflTlRnt
of children's and misses' wash
dresses, which we ate selling at
such low prices as to make you quit
sewing forever.

g

7

MISSES' DRESSES
sizes

DO NOT FAIL
to ask the lady of the Coiset Department to show you the latest
model in Henderson corsets

THE TANGO
Also our other new models. We
have them at prices ranging from
$1.00 to $3.50

Hoffman's Graubarlh
15e Popular Price Store
1

Phone MaJn

104

Ageatt tor the NSW IDEA 10c Paticnu
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play,
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Try woman for murder

New Orleans, Jan. 27. The selection, of a jury to hear the trial of

NIGHT

will' make its

APPEARANCE
TH1S CITY

'

Howard SImpkins of tne Mutual
motion picture show this morning announced that Lea Regensburg has pur
chased a half interest in the concern
and will be actively connected with
the management Mr. Regensburg is
in the feed business ana is interested
in the motion pictui-- project to the
extent that he intends to make the
Mutual show the best ever conducted
on the West side.
Within the next few weeks work
will be started on a new theater that
is to be built for the Mutual company.
Managers Simpkins and Regensburg
say that the theater will be the most
structure of its kind in the
west and will be equapped for motion
pictures! or regular theatrical perform
ances. The exact location has not
been selected, but the building will be
;
on, Bridge street.

13 to 17 from $1.25 to $3.75

IN

Tomorrow evening alf the Duncan
opera house "The Common Law"' will
be seen in this oity for the first time.
The play, which Is a dramatization
of the novel of that name by Robert
W. Chambers, will be presented for
an .engagement of one night only.
In Mr.
The widespread interest
Chambers' novel and the thousands of
requests he has had to put the story
in stage form, acted as the impulse
in putting out the new play. The pro
duction and choice of cast have been
made by A. H. Woods, and the result
is that the new play has called torlh
greatest enthusiasm wherever it has
been seen. The love story that usual
ly goes with a comedy drama of this
kind is exceptionally well told, with
the added Interest of being a really
different love story. It deals with the
love of an artist for his model and
herphjlpsophic, treatment of the conditions of caste, inasmuch as they are
widely separated by birth.

Augusta Agnes Edwards, the young
woman stenograph!" who'-- 1 Shot and
Killed Ceorgo W1." Mtihl last "summer,
was begun today. The trial will be
a speedy one, it is believed, as few
witnesses will be called by either
side. Miss Edwards, who is of strik
ing appearance, was formerly a cloak
model in a department store in this
city. Evidence will be introduced by
the defense to show that her reputa
tion was unblemished up to the time
she resigned her place in the otore
to become a stenographer in Riehl's
office. The girl claims to have been
led astray by Riehl, who was a mar
ried man with grown children. When
his attention's ceased, Miss Edwards,
admission to his office,
unable
awaited him on a street in the bus!
ness section and shot him to death in
the view Of many persons, whose lives
also were imperiled by the bullets as
the frenzied girl ebptied the chambers
of the weapon in rapid succession.
to'-gai-

JUDGE SPEER DID
NOT

USE OPIATES

OLYMPIC WINNERS ENLIST,
TRAINS ARE DELAYED
Philadelphia, Jan. 27. Frank Kelly
Due to the floods in the San GaDriel
hurdle race MARSHAL OF ACCUSED JURIST'S
Valley In California all train's from the who won the
COURT TESTIFIES IN HIS
In
Stockholm,
west have been annulled and no de- at the Olympic games
BEHALF
Springfield
finite time is given as to when they and Howard,. Drew, the;
Uni
the
notified
have
school
sprinter,
will arrive in this
that
110-met-

city. Reports
Santa Fe train No. 10, which Was
scheduled to reach here at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon, was likely to be
in the midst of the flood district were
scattered over the state, but these
rumors undoubtedly are untrue, as the
train is expected to reach Las Vegas
tomorrow morning.
A' stub train was run from Albuquerque today and a stub will reach here
tonight on No. 8's time. The local
railway officials says that all the belated trains will reach here some time
tomorrow morning, according to the
present information.

versity of Pennsylvania authorities of
their intention to compete at the an
nual relay races here on April 25
Drew was also a member ot the Olym
pic team but pulled a tendon before
races
the final heat of the
and was unable to compete. Both athletes are attending college in California,
100-met-

PLAN RIVER TERMINALS
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 27. A plan for

'
river terminals is the principal busi
ness before the executive council of
the Upper Mississippi River Improvement association, which is in session
THE
here
today. An illustrated addnnss on
KAISER'S
BIRTHDAY
v
Berlin, Jan. 27. Emperor William the "subject of H. McL. Harding, con
celebrated his 55th birthday today. sulting'' engineer of New York, accu
All classes of his subjects Joined in pied the. attention of the council at
observed the day, celebrateds being
'Held by
university and technical
' LOCKWOOD TO AID
school students, by academies of arts
Buffalo N, tv'jan. 27. Stephen T.
and sciences by army and navy
civio organizations and by mun- Lockwood, who 10 years ago, in an
exicipalities and veterans' associations experimental plant In this city,
counthis
in
radium
tracted the first
throughout the emprre.
K.
try, today telegraphed to Franklin
ofan
Lane, secretary of the Interior,
cassidy is accused
New York, Jan. 27. Joseph Cassidy, fer of a well equipped plant for the
ores.
one time democratic leader of Queens reduction of radium-bearina
political lieutenant of
county and
.
Maenesite is a mineral which is
Murphy, was called for
trial today; charged with having re- over 52 per cent carbon dioxide, the
ceived a- - bribe from William Wlllett, gas which is used for charging soda
Jr., for nomination to the supreme water, cinder ale and similar bever
ages. By far the greater part, of
";..
court
occurring in the United States
is found in California, while reports
LIVED a long time
Mount Holly, N. J., Jan. 27 Wil- have nlso been received of deposits
liam M. Shemeley, whose funeral took in Arizona, Nevada and western Texas.
place here yesterday, had lived for 25
The library of congress at Washing
years with a broken neck. 'When a
school boy he fell from a tree, dislo- ton is now ranked as tnird among the
licating his neck between the first and great libraries of the world. The
eecond vertebra and splitting another brary was first established in 1800.
vertebra. Thereafter he was physic- It was almost totally destroyed when
ally helpless but retained his power the British burned Washington in
of speech.. He was 42 years old. A 1814 and! the private library of Thom
specially made "harness" had been as Jefferson was purchased by conworn by Shemeley since the accident. gress to start the collection anew.
:
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LOCKS

NOT ALLOWED

Washington, Jan. 27. The proposal
to construct locks and dams In the
Colorado river in Texas, near the Matagorda cut off, was disapproved in a
report to congress today by the board
of army engineers.

With an annual output of 98,000,000
barrels, California now leads all other
states in the production of petroleum.
Next in order named come Oklahoma,
Illinois, Texas, Louisiana, West Vir
ginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wyoming,
Kansas and Illinois.

Savannah. Ga., Jan. 27. Hearings
were resumed today by the congres
sional committee investigating charg
es of official misconduct against Fed
eral Judge Emory Speer.
George F. White, deputy marshal of
Judge Speer's court, was recalled to
identity at wirtten statement he gave
to R. Colton Lewis, special investigat
or for the department of justice, declaring he had been almost constantly with Judge' Speer for the last 20
years and had never known the Jurist
to take an opiate.
He Wreckecf a Bank
Charges that Federal Judge Emory
Speer wrecked the Central of Georgia
Railroad and . Banking' company in
1892 were made today before, fee congressional committee investigating
of official misconduct against
targes by A. H. Lawton, vice president of the Central of Georgia rail.,!
road,
f
Lawton 'testified that the corporation had been paying dividends for
many years when on March 4, 1892,
Judge Speer issued a "m'ldnight order"
namina receivers. At that time, ac
cording to the witness, the par value
of the corporation's stock was JlOOand
its market value $110. The naming of
a temporary receiver, which was made
permanent a few days later, Mr. Lawof
credit
the
ton testified, destroyed
the company.., .The witness claimed
that It was impossible - to reorganize
the company for more than two years
and that when the reorganization fin-aliiy was effected a competing com
pany became the beneficiary owner.
Judge Speer interrupted the pro
ceedings again today during the tes
,

:

timony of H. W. Meldrim,

FIVI

BIRTHDAY

27
President
Washington, Jan.
Samuel Gompers of the American
Federation of Labor entered upon his
sixty-fiftyear today and in celebration, of the anniversary many of the
foremost leaders of organized labor
AN
in America gathered here for a dinner in his honor. Mr. Gompers was
Be wise. Have some thought of your comfort later in life. Save
born in London and in early life followed the trade of a clgarmaker. He
deposit them in our bank at 4 Per Cent Interest
joined the union of .his craft at the
age of 15 and has ever since been active In trades union affairs. "As a
young man he came to America and
for some years followed his trade in
Boston. He was one of the founders
of the American Federation of i,abor
and, with the intermission of one
year, he has been the president of the new unions for those whose line of
organization continuously since 1S82. work has not yet been unonlzed.

SAVINGS
EYE FOR THE FUTURE

STRUCTURE WILL BE BUILT ON
BRIDGE STREET DURING
COMING SPRING

to

27, 1914.

h

IE

CHILDREN'S DRESSES
age 2 to 6 at 50c and 65c, ages
11 from 50c to $1.25

TO HAVE NEW

TUESDAY, JANUARY

a

local

at

torney, who said he had been "grievously insulted by cowardly remarks
of Judge Sneer from the bench."
Judge Speer sprang from his chair
aud cried t "The insolence of the language of this witness should be check
ed. It is inconceivably wrong that you
will permit a witness to speak of my
conduct as cowardly. It should not
be permitted."
Chairman Webb rapped for order
and announced finally that more temperate language must be used' or he
would order the offenders ejected
from the court room.

PEOPLES BANK

Capital

CONFERENCE OF LABOR PARTY
Clasgow, Jan. 27. Important results
are expected to follow the annual conference of the British labor party here
this week. The conference proper,
which will meet tomorrow for a three
days' session, was preceded today by

on the electoral
and parliamentary policy of the party.
In view of the new trade union act,
by which it has been made lawful to
apply funds of a trade union to political objects, it is expected that the
labor organizations will agree upon a
broader and more active political cam
paign than ever before in their history.

a special conference

-

-

your dollars and

TR.UST CO.
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YOAKUM HELD TO CROVDS

VATCi

FLAGMAN IS SOAKED

New Haven, Conn., Jan. 27.
Charles H. Murray, flagman of the
Bar Harbor express, which was wrecked by the White Mountain express on
the New Haven railroad at North
Haven on September 2, pleaded guilty
to manslaughter and waa sentenced
today to one year 8u the county jail.
The sentence was suspended and Murray put in the care of the probation
officer. . The wreck cost 21 lives.
Iii pronouncing sentence the court
said that Murray's negligence was
very remote. The real cause was the
system under whicli the flagman
worked'. The court said that the interstate commerce commission found
several contributary causes for the

A
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THE BOXERS

BY

TRAIN

!! EIDE

AND MATTHEWS SHOW
"IRON MAN" DID NOT SHOW THE O'ROURKE
ARE CLEVER
THEY
THAT
CLASS USUALLY DISPLAYFJGHTERS
ED BY HIM

The fight fans of tne city are becoming interested in. the O'Rourke-Matthew- e
bout and many of them ar
attending the training quarters of both,
boxers each daty. The idea that the
t
boxing game Is dead In Las Vegas ia
"DEAD SURE" PROPOSITION
mere hallucination, for the interest
a
27.
Jan.
Sure,
Tangier, Morocco,
shown in the bout demonstrates tbe
the cook who on January 23 shot and
mitt game !a still popular here and
killed Paul Cevandier de Valdrome,
that the attendance at the fight will
the French diplomatic agent, committbe large.
.
ed suicide today by hanging in the "ALLOWANCES" ARE
this
afternoon
O'Rourke
out
worked
was
trial.
low.
cell where he
awaiting
ting
hta quarters and showed good form.
Relde was the aggressor from gong at
De Valdrome's death occurred in the
DECLASED
ILLEGAL
ha experienced a little difficulty
He
leto gong and his admirers claimed he
midst of an official dinner at the
in securing trainers, but has several
went
and
strike
on
to
on
clean
entitled
exrision
The
cook
a
was
gation.
the diplomat ordered him out of the INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS- - points, having a margin in eight fast boys lined up who will work out
rounds and four were even, conceding with him each day. O'Rourke went
house, whereupon Sure drew a reSION RULES ON NEW FORM
volver.
Yoakum the second and fifth by4 a through the regular "gym" work yes
OF REBATE
terday afternoon, Jumping the rope at
shade.
a rapid speed and doing all other exis
effort
to
made
match
GOMPERS WILL SPEAK
An
being
Washington, Jan. 27. Millions of
ercises
that put a boxer in the best of
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 21 Samuel dollars paid annually to great indus- Reide and Steve Ketchell of Chicago
condition.
latof
American
the
in
bout
this
for
the
a
Gompers, president
city
trial plants
trusts by railMatthews showed unusual form yesFederation of Labor, will arrive in road systems in the form of "allow- ter part of next month.
at his quarters and demonstratterday
and
Indianapolis Thursday morlning
ances" for special service were held
himself
a fast, and clever boxer.
ed
speak before the convention of the today by the interstate commerce comhis
At
he went through, the
quarters
acof
America,
United Mine Workers
mission to be unlawful and reasonwork and boxed a short
gymnastic
announcement
made
to
the
by
cording
able preference, in faot, unlawful retime. He shows good speed and has
President John P. White today.
bates, operating to the disadvantage
AGAIN an accurate eye.
N0T1FIG11T
President Gompers will explain the of smaller
manufacturing concerns
The advertising matter for the fight
action of the executive council of the
throughout the country.
has been distributed all over the state,
federation in connection with charges
Eliminating of demurrage on "indas-tria- l HE LOSES INJUNCTION PROCEED and it is said that a party of boxing
made in the convention yesterday by
lines" owned by the manufacturINGS AGAINST NEW YORK
fans from Santa Fe and Albuquerque
Charles H. Moyer, president of the
and claiming to be complants
ing
will make the trip to Las Vegas in auBOXING BOARD
Western Federation of Miners, that mon carriers and
admission of
tne
tomobiles to witness the bout, which,
Is
if the copper strike in Michigan
such industrial lines Jo the benefit of
New York, Jan. 27. The supreme will occur Tuesday bight bf next week.
lost it will be due entirely to the In the
"per diem arrangements" court today denied the application of
activity of the executive council of and other practices, were condemned
e
Robert Fltzsimmons,
heavy
the American Federation of Labor, as unlawful. The
commission held weight ring champion of the world,
Mr. Gompers was asked to appear be
that if they should be determined as for an injunction restraining the New HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
fore the miners by vote of the conven lawful
they should be extended to all York athletic commission from refus
tion.
shippers.
participation in
ing to sanction-hi- s
to
said
he
LINE-U- P
President Moyer
expected
TO CHANGE
out that the practices con boxing exhibitions in the state.
Pointing
remain here and hear President Gom demned
revenue
of
the
the
dissipated
The commission held that Fitzsimpers' explanation. He had intended to great railroads to the extent, of milmons, who is 51 years old, is too old THE TEAM WILL BE BETTER FRI
to
today.
go
Chicago
lions of dollars each year, the commis to enter the ring again. Justice
y
DAY NIGHT THAN IT WAS
sion made a significant reference in
ruled that the commission was
LAST WEEK
decision
its
to the present movement wtihln its rights in making such an
in- order.
eastern
an
railroads
the
for
among
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
The outlook for a large attendance
crease in freight rates.
at the basketball games Friday night
"Therefore if they may fairly ask
HENDRICKS IS MOVED
at the armory, when the New Mexico
the general public to share further in
Jan, 27. The Denver Normal University teams will clash
Wpshlnatou. Jan. 27. Senate: Met
Indianapolis,
their
manifest
ia
burdens, it
carrying
at noon.
club of the Western league will not be with the High school teams for tha
that the railroads must themselves
Continued consideration of the Blair
sold, according to announcement made scholastic championship of Las Vegas,
properly conserve their sources of
C. McGill, the princi- is good. Two fast and exciting games
Lee, Maryland senatorial ease".
revenue by making every service per- today by James
owner. He eaid he had decided are expected.
Postoffice committee favorably repal
formed contribute reasonably to their
not to dispose of his holdings. No
The Normal girls' team is said to
ported Senator Norrls' resolution ask
earnings."
to
disclose
in the personnel be a strong aggregation.
made
will
be
The game
change
ing the postmaster general
The National Tube company, one of
the result of his investigation into govof the Denver club, and McGill an- Friday night will be Its first appearStates
United
tne
of
subsidiaries
the
nounced that Jack Coffey would prob- ance in public this year. This team
ernment ownership of telephone and
Steel corporation, the decision says,
lines.
telegraph
ably succeed Jack Hendricks as man- held a practice last night and Is ia
con
to
"has forced the. line' .carriers
as the1 latter will manage the good condition for the game, accordHouse: Met at noon.
cede divisions to It ou,t of. their rebates, ager,
club.
Commerce committee arranged to
Indianapolis
ing to the coach.
which during 1911 are shown to have
The High school girls' team is pracbegin hearings on some adinintstrar been
$425,000; this exceeds the entire
even harder for this game than,
tlon trust bills.
ticing
RACE
of the plant railway
Debated resolution for seating of operating expense
did for the Santa Fe game, which
it
27. Quite the choicJan.
York,
lNew
for that year."
It lost by one polot Professor
Representative Wbaley of South CaroA long list of Industrial companies,, es! 'tidbit that has been served up to
lina over the contest of Mayor Grace
Rufua Mead is coaching the team and
this
athletic
here
followers
of
sports
among" them the Republic, Pittsburg,
of Charleston.
to make several changes ia
Madison
for
billed
is
winter
expects
Square
Bethlehem and Cambria Steel comfor Friday's game.
the
Foreign affairs committee postponed
tomorrow
when
Jean
lineup
Garden
night,
the Youngstown Sheet and
until tonight further hearings on Ni- panies
The boys' team continues hard pracTube company and the Wheeling Steel Bouln, the noted French runner, and
the unconquer tice and promises a fast game. Tha
agara Falls power hearing.
and Iron company, are named as hav- Hannes Kohelmainen,
e
will
in a
able
engage
Finlander,
diequality of the Normal team being unand
ing received such preferences
TO QUASH INDICTMENT
In an effort to settle the known, this game undoubtedly will ba
race
criminations.
Houghton, Mich., Jan. 27. Arguthat i during question of their relative supremacy. a complete surprise to the spwtators.
The commission
ments on a motion to quash the con
The two have long been rivals for the
Vi&
1912
the!
fiscal
Pennsylvania
year
spiracy, Indictments against Charles railroad had
premier honors as distance runners.
New
paid $1,019,910; the
H. Moyer, president, and more than
Kohelmainen defeated Bouin in the
BaltiFIGHTS FOR TCNiCHT
and.
the...
Central
?Cvi,057,
30 other officials and members of the York
at Stockholm t"t
'
vs.
Soldier"
Levlnsfcy
Battling'
& Ohio $530,317 iu allowances to Olympic games
more
Western Federation ot Miners will be
10
at New York.
industrial
Five
rounds,
Kearns,
industrial
railways,
of
heard late today by Judge O'Brien
Tom McMahon vs. George Rodol, 13
lines received more than $1,000,000 in FOR BILLIARD CHAMPIONSHIP
the Houghton county circuit court
Jan. 27. Bennle Al rounds, at Albany, N. Y.
diem
Wash.,
reclaims.
Seattle,
per
Should the motion be overruled, at
Johnny Dundee vs. "Snapper"
The commission found that 'in len of Kansas City will defend his
torneys for the labor leaders expect
10 rounds, at New York.
revenues received title of national pocket billiard chamcash
the
cases
many
to make application for a change of
the
of
Dick
Loadmaft vs."Kayo" Krause,
out
Maturo
Denver
of
James
venue in all of the more important by these plant raiways are sufficient pion against
in a match that will have its opening 10 rounds, at Sheboygan, Wis.
of the line earners
rates
cases.
to lift from the industries the entire in this city tomorrow night Play will
of their operation." It says that continue for three nights. The con
cost
SOLICIT GOVERNMENT MEN
instances the plant railway test will be the first championship
in
many,
general
Washington, Jan. 27. A
"to declare large divi- affair of its kind ever staged in this
is
able
also
or
be
conducted
to
by
campaign is
held by the indus- part of the country and ia attracting
stock
on
Its
dends
ganizers of the American Federation
Baltimore & Sparrows Point wide attention among tae followers
of Labor throughout the country in an try." The
the plant railway of the green table sport.
Railroad
company,
effort to unionize the 300,000 governf
Steel company, paid
of
the
Maryland
of
Morrison
ment employes, Secretary
on such stock during
RESOLUTION CONSIDERED
the federation announced today. This annual dividends
t
the last eleven years that "aggregated
Washington, Jan. 27. The reso'ti
step is in accordance with, the resolu423 per cent and have tion to authorize investigation ot the
than
more
the
coun
executive
tion amended by
from 20 to 55 per cent a year." Colorado and Mich'gan strikes mas
cil of the federation in session here ranged
commission
taken up in the house late today. Al
says it regards
The
is
proposed, according
last week. It
of
estimate
conservative
as
a
ready approved by the democratic c.i
to Mr. Morrison, to bring a many
annual1,;'
lose
railroads
the measure was expected to be
the
amount
the
as
into
possible
government employes
services.
,
after brie debate.
and then to create ly in money and
passed
unions
existing
Pueblo, Jan. 27

The
bout here last night resulted in a1
drawat the end of the fifteenth round.
The decision was unpopular as Relde
did alii the aggressive work.
It waa one of the hardest fought
contests seen here in several years.
Yoakum, who outweighs the Aspen
"Whirlwind" some eight pounds, used
hia strength, in the tast five rounds
and was repeatedly warned for hitReide-Yoaku-
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FIRST INITIATIVE ELECTION
27
The first
SprtagCeld. III,
IsJliative election under the commls-kiio- n
form of government law to Illinois was held la Springfield today.
The Question, at issue was whether
d
iia city should combine its
water and light plante.
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SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

150,000.00
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J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,
Vice-Preside-

it

r

II

i

COLUMN
RATES

Adv.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS' BANK
-

-

CAPITAL STOCK

sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thins that would cure him.

ADVER

rja

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

,

'

W1L G. HAYDON

..President

IL W. KELLY

Vice President

D. T. HOSK1NS

Treasurer

Interest Pedd On Deposits
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
Geo. Potter of pontine, Mo., was down bottle. Sold by Central Drug
on his back with kidney and bladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It is a
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
splendid medicine and always neips.
Work
Red
and
ScKaefer
G.
O.
Just try it
Each year the month of January
Adv.
Store.
Crosa Drug'
numbers Its list of victims from influenza, la grippe, - bronchitis andThe prompt use of FoJoints that ache., muscles that are pneumonia.
loir'a Tlnnotr null Tap HomnoUnd will
treatshould
be
contracted
or
drawn
the- onset .of a cold and stop a
SNOW LINI- check
ed with BALLARD'S
cougn, preventing me ueveioyuieui. iu
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot more serious conditions. Keep it on
where It Is needed and relieves suf band. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
fering. Price 25c, 50c and 11.00 per Drug Store.

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
day In each month at Ma
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words, corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

$30,000.00

-

Sneffels, Col. A. 3. Waisn was
adly done up with rheumatism and

TOR CLASSIFIED

TISEMENTS

it through

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
NS-BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night M
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenge at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are ee
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prea
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

fD. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

"

LAS VEGAS
INTER ST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

girl's after a Ianderine hair cleanse.
Just try this moisten a cloth with a
little Danderlne and carefully draw

your hair, taking one small
a
time. This will cleanse
strand at
the hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil,
and in just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair. A
delightful surprise awaits those whose
Jhalr has been neglected or Is scraggy,
faded, dry, brittle or thin. Besides
beautifying the hair, Danderlne dis
solves every particle of dandruff;
'cleanses, purifies and Invigorates the
scalp, forever stopping Itching and
falling hair, but what will please you
most will be after a few weeks' use,
when you see new hair line and
2owny at first yes but really new
Sair growing all over the scalp. If you
care for pretty, soft hair, and lots of
St, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from any drug
store or toilet counter and just try It.

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
EC

HAIR GETS THICK,
J'RY THIS!
GLOSSY, WAVY AND BEAUTIFUL AT ONCE
Yes
certain? that's
Immediate-becomes light,
Your
hair
of
the joy
wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as
atoft, lustrous and beautiful as a young

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

niunici-ffel'y-owne-

aais!

LOBBY

Difference In Working Hours
A man's working day Is 8 hours
His body organs must work perfect
ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
Mani who thoroughly un
work. Weak, gore, inactive kidneys WANTED
can not do
derstands the merchant tailoring
They must be sound
and healthily active all the time. Fo
business to take orders on the road
ley Kidney Pills will make them so,
a large Eastern house. Tlchner
for
You cannot take them Into your sys
& Jacob!, Rochester, N. Y.
tern without good results following,
O. G. Schaefer and Hed Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
WANTED Good cook at Las Vegas
A

Wanted

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each mouth at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial-linvited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

LOCAL TiME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
7:43 p. m.
Temple at 7:S0 p. m. p. No. 2
7:20 p. m
11:59 p. m.
11:54 p. m
No. 4
2:30 a. m.
m
Blood, Secretary.
a.
2:25
Nq., 8....
2:00 p. m,
No. 10
1:35 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LOEIftp kin
West Bound
1. Meets every Monday
Arrive
Depart
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All vlt,tin No. 1
1:35 p. m.
1:10 p. m
brethren cordially Invited to attend No. 3.... 6:35 a. m
6:40 a. m.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.; No. 7
4:30 p. m.
4:20 p. m
T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl Werti No. 9.1.. 6:35 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoek, Cemetery

it

hospital.
Bubscribe for The Optic.

Trustee.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; b. W. Condon,
y
Secretary.
B,

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

For Hsnt

-- if you use

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO, 2390. Meets In
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
York's store.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers- neighborhood, newly painted,
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finanpered,-electrilights. Low rate cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Phone Purple 5301.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

c

BE FOR THE OPTIC
V GOOD

1 CUE

I

D

Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR RENT To lady or gentlemaa East Las
Vegas, N. M.
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone L. O.
O. MOOSE Meets second and
Purple 5301.
fourth Thursday
evening eacfc
month at W. O. , W. hall. Visltini
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

GET

SMALL home for wage earner, cheap
good corner, good location. See Cut

ler Brothers,

00

UN

614

Lincoln avenue.

ATTOltNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hankei
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas,

New Mexie.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1S
East Las Vegas. New Mexico

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

JONES-BOWER-

-

23

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

Years Practical Experience.

E. A. JONES

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR tealk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

W. W. BOWERS.

i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month In the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P
m Visiting brothers are cordially In

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Visltini
Local Deputy.
Montague,

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.- - Visiting members

15he

t

nn
I

0

PHONE, MAIN 2
I

I

n
i

I !

cordingly.
M. A. SANCHEZ,

CHARLES

.

..

""

Assessor.

H. STEWART,

Deputy Assessor.

(STER-

LING) FINISH

v

-

J

EMPRESS
can be ob

tained in thi city from

ALL GROCERS

BETAIL PRICES
per 10i lbs.
25c per 10fl Ibt.
per 10$ Ida.
.40c per 189 la,
50c psr 1M Ik.

.M.20c

lbs., or More. Each Del very .
to 2.0C0 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery . . .
Less than SO lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

Romalne

undersigned ( deputy assessor, will be
at my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
all business days between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 28th, 1914) for the purpose of receiving returns of all property, according to the provisions of Chapter 84,
Laws of the State of New Mexico,
1913.
It is made the duty of all persons to make a return of all property
they own, and those falling to do so,
within the time above specified, will
be assessed by me according to sec
tion 10 of said Cha'pter S4 of the
laws of the state of New Mexico for
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be imposed additional
by me. You are further notified that
If any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his prop
erty, he shall be liable to a penalty
of 25 per cent upon the full amount of
J all taxes levied against him, and his
property and Bhall also be deemed
?uilty of perjury and punishable ac-

PLATE

BEAUTIFUL

2,000

M

..30o

......

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
E. Las Vegas. N. M., Jan. 6, 1914.
Notice Is hereby given that I, the

McClures

STANDARD

SILVER

are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

The Woman's Home Companion

SONS'&AA

members are especially welcone an
cordially Invited.

--

Hotel

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and S.calp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

The National Sportsman

P

you 'd do any
way when ' you
learn how Much

For

PRACTICALLY

s Riving you

a present for do- -j
ing something

-

Harvesters, Btorcrs, and Distributors of Natiral Ice, the Pnrtiy M3
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Hade Laa Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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PAYftQND OTWN ANDREWS

cf thc PIRJICT TRipurr,

fwr aa w

THE"

JETTE!? TRlTA5Ur?F, ETC.;

73aj Avr?fiu compwy.

a5uesH6n;

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I Franco!
Be&unra.
teMiaant babe of three
after an
femualnff Incident In which Marshal Ney
pcurea, Is made a Chevalier of France
ior the Emperor Napoleon, in the home
W the lad's parents in the village of Vic-fc- n,

yrs,

France, where the emperor had briefly stopped to hold a council of war.mlKht
prophesied that the boy
Ebm day be a marshal of France under
puwrthw Bonaparte.
CHAPTER n At the K of ten Fran-pot- a
meets a stranger who is astonished
when the boy tells him he may one day
a "marshal of France under another

CXapoleon."

CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
nerve by climbing a lofty church
teeple. This deed is witnessed by the
gam-!etranger who marvels at the boy'shim
at
and asks bim to visit
ftha Chateau.
CHAPTER IV Francois visits General
he Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
bis
daughter, lives
U the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
n
rnder Napoleon he flres the boy's
with stories of bis campaigns
With the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
feis possessions In a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The general offers
JTrancols a home at the Chateau. The
refuses to leave his parents, but In
9oy
"the end becomes copyist for the general
uid learns of the friendship between the
ffeneral and Marquis Zappl, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
prim

as

seven-year-o-

imag-Snatlo-

CHAPTER

VII Marquis Zappl and
at the Chateau. The
to care for the Marquis'
agrees
general
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows mark-attention to Marquis Zappi because
lie once saved the life of the general.
TThe Marquis before leaving for America
ks the boy to be a friend of his son.
JCrancols solemnly promises.
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappi dies
leaving Pletro as a ward to the general.
meet
.Allxe, Pletro and
a
Francois
strange boy who proves to be Prince
Xouls Napoleon. Francois saves his life.

"Thai

aeelslon

rlgTit

lr

one light may bring disaster in an
other. If events had stayed where hf
left them, Francois Beaupre and Col
onel Couard and his regiment would
have won honor and eternal grati
tude from Louis Bonaparte for the
quarter, of an hour's work which madt
the arsenal theirs. JSvents, instead ol
standing still, or going forward, tooh
an unexpected sinister turn, not long
after Francois' going.
The happy Prince, smiling the shad
owy-- smile which made his face winning, stood in the center of triumphant
turmoil; his new followers, the men
of the forty-sixtcrowded about hirr
shouting, cheering, kissing his hands
and the loyal fourth artillerymen fra
ternized, embraced, congratulated th
men of the line regiment. The narrow
courtyard was a hubbub of rapturous
excitement, and the Prince's officers
Montholon, Vaudrey, Voisia, Parquin
D'Hunin, Querelles these and others
whose names Frenchmen knew, sur
rounded the small figure which yel
had so much of royalty, and laughed
In a few
and chatted
moments, when Colonel Laity's engi
neers and the third artillery should
have arrived the Prince would have
five thousand men urftler his comlight-heartedl-

on, Pletro, arrive

d

CHAPTER X The

franco!
ise from

4irt

discovers

general

loves AHxe, and extracts promhim that he will not interfere

the girl and Pletro.
CHAPTER XIV Fvancols Is a prisoner of the Austri&ns for five years, in
the castle owned by Pietro in Italy. He
discovers in his guard one of Pietro's old
family servants and through him sends
word to his friends of his plight.
CHAPTER XV The general. Allxe and
Pletro her from Francois and plan his
rescue.
(between

CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
f the Austrian governor of the castle
lrison Inspects the interior of the wine
ellar of the Zappia.
CHAPTER XVn Francois receives a
note from Pietro explaining In detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
secretary to Pletro. He has an Interview with Allxe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappl as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER XIII Francois takes Marquis Zappl's place, who is ill, In the
scape of Hortense and Louis. Dressed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
Austrians from the hotel allowing the
jPrlnce and his mother to escape.

"Sirel

I

Bring

You

the Arsenal."

mand. The great game was practical
ly won Prince Louis was all but Em
peror.
Suddenly, above the sea of sound, a
commotion was heard at the farthei
end of the barrack yard. The colonel
Colonel Talandier
of the forty-sixthad arrived. Very loyal to Louis Phil-lipevery angry at the scene before
him, he would not believe the news
He called excitedly, and the men's
voices died down as they saw him
gesticulating.
"Soldiers," he cried, "you are deceived! This man for whom you are
shouting is an adventurer, an im
postor!"
In the shock of silence which fol
lowed his words, another voice rang
out, clear and indignant, the voice ot
whom they all knew.
a
"It Is not the nephew of the Em
peror! It is the nephew of Colonel
Vaudrey! I recognize him!" the officer cried in a strong staccato, and a

CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
nd IeadB him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
Lucy."
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
Hampton, on the "Lovely Lucy,"
Karry
oes to America to manage Pietro's
In Virginia.
CHAPTER XX Franrols wins respecl
nd admiration of the aristocratlo south-rnerHe becomes a favorite In th
jhom of the Hamptons.
had been scat
Minn as lF"lce-wate- r
CHAPTER XXI-L- ucy
Hampton falls
In love with Francois and pleads with tered went through the crowded
him for the story of Napoleon.
place.
There is nothing more absurd tn His
CHAPTER XXII Lucy Hampton hears
the story of how Napoleon knighted tory than the instant effect of this
yrancois.
quick-wittelie. Only with a merCHAPTER XXIII rrlnce Louis Na- curial French mob, perhaps, could It
In America becomes the, guest ol
poleon
have succeeded, but it succeeded here
the Hamptons.
with hopeless swiftness. It flew from
meets
XXIV Napoleon
CHAPTER
TVancoIs at the Hamptons. Francois as, mouth to mouth they were cheated,
eures the Prince of his intense loyalty to tricked; the Emperor's nephew, their
him and his cause.
Prince, had not come; this young man
"CHAPTER XXV-Lu- cy
a substitute, the
was a
Hampton
her love for Francois after the lat
ter saves the life of Harry Hampton and, nephew of an officer; some of the
,
soldiers who had shown most enthusIs himself injured In the effort
In
XXVt
Francois
CHAPTER
tells Lucy iasm almost lost their minds now
Hampton of his undying love for AUxe.
rage.
Colonel Talandier began to form his
CHAPTER XXVII Francois returns
France. He tells Allxe men; the Prince, composed as ever,
to his home in life
is that she love Plehis one wish in
to rally his,
tro. He Joins the political plotters, his yet earnest, swift, tried
health falls and he is forced to return but It was impossible to start any(to America.
where, in this confusion, for line and
XXVIII-Napol'CHAPTER
artillery had become mixed in an unFrancois to London to aid him in
A word from either
'his plots to gain the French throne. Lucy manageable mob.
Prince or colonel and blood would
ilamplon weds her cousin.
' CHAPTER XXIX Francois becomes have flowed.
Yet the steadfast mind kept Its
iNapoleon's "Bright shadow" in London. y
moment toward
CHAPTER XXX Pletro proposes to hope; he glanced every
Allxe and Is accepted. They plan a let- the ramparts. The third must appear
ter to Francois telling him his wish is there shortly; It could not be many
granted.
minutes. Th6y would turn the tide.
' CHAPTER " XXXI Napoleon's" "plans One
glimpse of that solid swinging
on
the
Francois
to fruition.
ere near
and the day would be saved
Prince
befoVe
the
regiment
shows
fatal
day
night
was certain. The
and
the letter from Alixe, which he thinks
salvation
iis a confession of her love for him. Na- third was
encoming, would be here any
poleon knows better but does not
second Francois' faithfulness could
lighten Francois.
CHAPTER XXXII Napoleon arid his be trusted.
,a1ds soring a clot to capture the French
Slowly, with Ma officers crowding
ifhrone. All goes well and Francois is about him, he was driven toward the
(dispatched to bring up a distant regl
ment Francois deflects the regiment to barracks wall, and, in a flash, from
,liolU an arsenal.
somewhere, a man was before him,
CHAPTER XXXIII Napoleon checked thrusting a bit of paper at him. With
Colonel
Talanstatement
of
iby the false
dier awalls aid from the troops Francois a swift movement he had it opened
was sent for but it never comes; instead and read:
'.Francois wounded unto death appears as
'the Prince is taken prisoner and dies as
"Destiny throws arsenal Into our
Napoleon's sword again makes him a hands. Have taken third
artillery to
iCaevaller of France.
hold it. I wait to bring the news a
(Continued From Yesterday.)
jewel for your crown. Vive l'Emper-eur!- .
staff-offic-

es-it- e

'.

d

t

make-believ-

eon

CHAPTER

j

sum-rrno-

XXXIII.

The Accolade at Last.
tragedy that men
being human, cannot bpq all el'd"s ol

It

Js a common

Beaupre."
Few men ever heard Louis Napoleon sob, yet the officers stood about
him at that moment caught a sound
that wrung them. It meant the end,
and JheyJnew it, Passionately be

WHY

crushe3 "the paper and threw 'AT into
the seething mass.
"Fool! He has thrown away the em
pire," he hissed through set teeth
"If I could run him through!"
Then, quickly, he was himself again
Serenely while the maddened soldiers
pressed on him, he turned and spoke
a quiet word to his friends, and then,
serenely, too, with a gaze that was
half contemptuous, half friendly, he
let himself be made prisoner.
Yet the fight was not all over even
now. On the ramparts, where the
Prince and his column should have
been, had gathered from the Faubourg
Pierre a formidable crowd, who advanced angrily to his rescue, and pelted the line regiment with stones, and
cried again and again, "Vive l'Emper- eur!" Colonel Talandier had to reckon with a many-sidetrouble. But the
heart of it was in his hands, and slowly order and the old rule were coming
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"Tom is hopeless."
"How BO?"
The tumult of the struggle had
"Grand opera bores him and hi
quieted, the volatile forty-sixt- h
regiment, returned to Its allegiance, stood admits it!"
formed in ranks, in appearance as firm
for the king as the everlasting hills,
SURE THING
and, at the end of the court was a
sad and silent, yet a stately group of
men, the Prince who had almost been
Emperor and those who had watched
slipping with his hope, their hopes of
grandeur,
(
Suddenly a "horse's hoofs rang down
the lane from the Faubourg; a rider
clattered yat gallop into the yard and
across tne front of the soldiers, and
every one in the agitated company
saw that the man reeling in his saddle was wounded. With blind gaze he
stared about as he reined in, and
then he caught sight of the sorry
group, the Prince and hia officers. To
Francois Beaupre, clutching to this
world by one thread of duty, this was
the victorious Emperor and his, triumphant staff. With a choking shout
he threw himself from the horse and
fell, too far gone to stand, at the
Prinqe's feet.
"Sire, I bring you the arsenal," he Auto, and the world autos with you,
Walk, and you walk alone;
stammered painfully, loudly. In the
silence of - the courtyard one heard And you can't get into society
If you have no wheel of your own
every word. "Two wishes good fairies" he gasped. And then, his mouth
twisting to a smile, "the third is no
NO DANGER
.matter."
Louis Bonaparte looked down at the
man whose dying face stared up at
him In a rapture of loyalty; whose life
had been consecrated to him; whose
death was for him; who had lost him
an empire. For a second a struggle
shook him, and then the large kindness through which he came nearest
to greatness, overflowed. In the career to come was no finer moment, no
higher inspiration for Prince Louis
than this. He bent close to the glazback.

ing eyes.

"Courage!" he said clearly. "CourLive for me and for
our country. Live, my brother Francois Chevalier Beaupre, Marshal of
the Empire." And the Prince's sword
flashed out and touched his shoulder.
The other world closing about him
Francois heard they did not doubt it
who saw the eyes flame as a firefly
flames out of darkness, and when his
"Does your cook ever wear you!
Hps stirred they knew that he wished
to cry once more "Vive l'Empereur!" Clothes?"
I don't think she
"Well, hardly.
Frenchmen all, shaken with the living drama, the ruined men who stood would even patronize my dressmaker."
about a defeated Prince cried It for
him the old magic cry of the
THE IMPORTANT PART
With kepis lifted, as one man,
voices
"Vive l'Empereur!" the deep
cried, hailing a lost causa for a lost
life. But only the Prince knew that
a thought came after; only he caught,
on the gaBp which let the soul out, a
girl's name. He bent quickly again,
with an eager assurance, but it was
late. The accolade of a higher king
had touched his servant, and the
knightly bouI of Francois had risen.
age, mon ami.
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Proper Extension of Appreciation
A compliment should be as quickly
Uifcllfiilt"
given for good goods and good service
"Yes, sir. Correct service is an art
as a kick for defective goods and poor
ir."
this
realize
Most
service.
people
"And I suppose you are an artist
That is why ,so many have written clear to your finger tips."
to the manufacturers
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy telling of reWAS LOOKING HIM UP
markable curns of coughs and colds
it has effected, and expressing their
appreciation of the good qualities of
this well known remedy. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

pleasant and safe to take. Try
Bale by all dealers. Adv.

'fL
n rY

IT

O

it heals the lungs and quiets irritation.
Price 25c, EOc and ?1.00 per bottla
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

How to Break. Up a Bad Cold
Geo. P. Pflung, of Hamburg, N. Y.,
says: "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
will break up a cold the quickest of
anything I have evr used." This
remedy contains no opium or other
narcotic. It is most effectual and is

You
ring

r

Bona-parte-

THE END.
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How's Thls7
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh thai
cannot be cured by Hall's' Catarrh
Cure.
The Millionaire I think Lord MariF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
will propose to you tonight
gold
We, the undersigned, have known
Tlia nani'hler Why so, nana?
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
The Millionaire I saw him coming
believe him perfectly honorable In all
out
of Eradstrect's this afternoon.
business transact!"" ' and financially
out
able to carry
any obligations
madft bv bis firm.
a Vacation Story.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
"Of all my friends, Wombat tells the
Toledo, O.
story that doesn t irrl
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal- anly .vacation
me."
;ate
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
!,, jms he say?"
mucous surfaces of the system. Testhe meals were bum, board
timonials Bent free. Price 75 cents
nigh, "niosrmitoea plentiful, and Csh
per bottlB. Sold by all druists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const! dctirce."
pation. Adv.
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automobile lamps
o clock this evening.

'WITH GREEN CHILI

IT'S DELICIOUS
CSLt

31 Cell lib
H

UJ,m-

.mJ
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JA1J0

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

As-sortm-

;

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

,

,11T0S FO R H RE
can now furnish a.utomobiles for
hire at any time needed. The best of
service with reasonable prices.
I

'

B. HUBBARD

1--2.

Overland Automobiles

Agent

Phone Main 397

-

417

Railroad Ave

Hands Are

AH

Eajer
fff

(ItUIIH'ftli

for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it. If there were only
oAe sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. But there are
plenty, so order one
for yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour is.
to-da- y

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS

PH,?.NE

When you want the services of
don't go to the coal ma a
"';

medical expert you

When you want Groceries, Meats or Bakery Goods you
dsn't io to the foundry
You jjo to the

man who

knowsthe man

who can

tHiver the doods
'

ARE SPECIALISTS

WE

BUTCHERS

GBOCEBS,

THE 0I1MF
THE
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FIST

OF

BAKERS

Mrs. Erie Choate, solo, accompanied
by Mrs. Charles O'Malley, Thursday

night, January 29. Browne theater.
Episcopal entertainment. Adv.

The Misses,. Lucy and Marie Clem
ents, duet, Japanese love song, at the
Episcopal entertainment, Thursday
night, January 29, Browne theater.
Adv.

Eugenio Romero of Mora, wh was
in Las Vegas today on business, this
morning stated that the road to Mora
is in excellent shape and promises to
he even better. Mr. Romero is a
merchant. He ia a regent of the New
Normal University.

EYESHF.E3 EATAELE

Lew es Any for the Same Quality

Goods

i
liil

Ford Talks

WATGH AND

'
.

Wben you think Automobile, think Ford.
Because over half the cats made are Fords.

Did you ever think of that?

JOE AMENT LOST ROBBER GETS S50

Do you

think that Ford could sell his machines if they
did not stand up?

AT THE TROY

Do you

think Ford could scl! his machines if he was
:.
handing his customers lemons?
He has built up his business mainly through the
help of enthusiastic and satisfied customers.

HOTEL
ROOM

ALSO GOT AWAY WITH
FORTY CENTS

semi-annu-

The Elks' entertainment, committee
has announced a dance for Thursday
evening at the clubhouse. This Is one
of the series of Informal dances being given by the lodge. It was postponed from last week out of courtesy
to the Knights of Columbus, who had
announced a dance or tho same
tonight. The Elks' lodge will meet
a
repthat
is
large
night It expected
resentation of the membership will be
present, as eight candidates are to
be initiated.
TO TAXPAYERS

Notice is hercb? given that the tax
roll for A. D. 3913 has been received
The first
in the treasurer's office.
half of the 1913 taxes is now due and
will become delinquent on February
1G, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
EUGENIO ROMERO,
per month.
Treasurer and Collector.

REMEMBER

THE PRICE. $615.00, F. O. B. Las Vegas.
Call up Vegas 424, and let us send a man around with
a machine and show you.
Remember also that we are sole agents for Firestone
Tires. More miles per dollar than any tire made.

BERT LIVIGSTON AND J. L. MATT
RELIEVED OF MONEY LEFT
. IN TROUSERS
v.

After investigating the robbery at
the Troy hotel last night a representative of The Optic discovered that a
similar case occurred at the Lehmann
hotel. The vSctim at this place was
Joseph Ament, who rs the loser of a
gold watch, a stick pin valued at 520
and about 20 cents in money. Mr.
Ament believes that the theft was
committed by the same person that
visited the Troy hotel.
Although Mr. Ament boasts that, no
person could even touch the knob of
his door without waking htm, the robber last night opened the door and
managed to get away with valuable
Mr. Ament arose about 3
goods.
o'oloclc this morning to quench., his
thirst and noticed hiis watch chain
hanging from his vest. Examination
showed the other articles missing.
The robbery undoubtedly occurred
about the same time as that at the
Troy hotel and it is likely the same
person committed the burglary. No
clue to either case has been obtained
by the police. This is the second robbery at the Lehmann within two
months.

record for time from Mora
to Las Vegas was ma,de Sunday when
Maurice Biehl, driver for the Ford
The Plus Ultra class of the
Sales company, made the trip in one
Sunday school will meet tomor
hour and 21 minutes. The trip was
made in a Ford, and, according to row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
those who rode in the car, the ride Mrs. A. II. Speicher, Room 1, Pioneer
building. All members are requested
was fast and exciting.
to be present ,.
An immense crowd turned out last
At the rehearsal of the Elks' min
night to witness the presentation of
Romaine Fielding's three-ree-l
feature, strels last night 35 members were
"The Blind Power," at the Browne present and a most successful even
theater. The picture, which was made ing enjoyed. Those tin cfcirge of the
here, shows several beautiful pieces affair are pleased with the spirit that
of Las Vegas scenery as well as a is being shown.
number of local views. The picture
The New Mexico Board of Dental
will be shown tonight for the last
Examiners will hold its
time.
meeting at the Commercial club rooms
Due to the wind storm on Sunday on Thursday, Friday and Saturday of
the street cars were unable to make this week for the purpose of exaniinto
for
licenses
ng
applicants
practice
to
the
State
the
for
the trip,
Hospital
Insane yesterday. The feed cable dentistry in this state. Any one wishwhich carries electricity out on the ing free dental work should call at the
Hot Springs boulevard was blown to Commercial club rooms Thursday for
the ground and the tracks were cov appointments.
ered with drifting dirt so as to pre
C. E. Lewis this morning received a
vent the moving of cars. A number
of fences also were blown down by telegram from Downmg, Mo., inform
ing him of the death of his wife's
the wind.
father at that place. Mrs. Lewis left
The Ias Vegas Improvement com- yesterday for Downling, being called
pany presented its stockholders with there on account of the illness of her
a dividend on January 25. The com- father, Mr. Smith, but was not able
pany, which is organized for tho pur- to reach there before his death. Mr.
pose of Improving city property, Smith was the father of H. C. Smith,
shows an excellent business auvance formerly a resident of this city, but
and proves that Ias Vegas la a good now of EI Paso. He will go to Down
city and one in which, capital properly ing to attend the funeral.
invested will net good returns besides
According to reports received here
making a fine showing in favor of the
from
Chicago, J. D. Hand is ill at that
community.
place with a severe attack of rheuma
j Pierce
Matthews this morning an- tism. In the meantime, representa
nounced that he has decided to change tives of the Chicago capitalist who
his. training hours from 2:30 In the contemplates purchasing a large acre
afternoon to 8 o'clock in the evening. age of the Hand tract at Loa Alamos,
This change is made for the benefit with water rights, have been' investi
of the many fans who cannot attend gating deeds and water right filings
the training in the aftternoon. Mat in Santa Fe and Las Vegas. The deal
thews says that he is In better shape has not been closed, as yet, it is an
than ever before and is confident of nounced, but it is believed there is
even
victory In next Tuesday's battle with aonsiderahle likelihood that It
will be.
tually
O'Rourke.
Tommy
t
A new

NOTICE

CO. STORE

feature Bison Drama.
Nestor Drama.

Why?

PIN

.

THE DAY OF SPECIALISTS

"THE BLACK MASK" Two-re"WEIGHT IN THE BALANCE"

NOI

M,exlco

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

,r----

BRIDGE STREET

Tonight Is your last chance to see
the second number of Kathlyn's Ad
ventures, "The Two Ordeals." Photo
play theater. Adv.
ROBBER WHO VISITED HIS

ent.

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

V

I

The "Woman's Club of Las Vegas
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the Commercial club rooms,
All members are requested to be pres

B LAUKET

MUTUAL MOVIES

Adv.

Romaine Fielding's three-ree- l
fea
ture, "The Blind Power," will be
shown tonight for the laBt time at the
Browne theater. Adv.

Store

it '

49 Hi

las Avenue.

all wallpaper, includ
P. C. Nissen, 705 Doug

Miss Marguerite Cluxten, piano solo,
Episcopal entertainment,
Thursday
night, Browne theater. Adv.

Have You Tried It?

l-

25
off on
ing 1914 Btock.

ll

AT THE
5:52

Try a dram of Old Tayior Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

SPREADS LIKE BUTTER

"f-

at

"

PROGRAM TONIGHT

J
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Sometime between midnight and 2
o'clcok this morning a robbery was
committed at the Troy hotel, former
ly the New Optic, which resulted In
two guests of the establishment being
relieved of nearly $59. Those touched
were J. L. Matt and Bert Livingston.
Up to late this afternoon the police
had made no arrests. There is said
to be no clue to the identity of the
robber.
This is the third time that this ho
tel has been "robbed within the last
person5 w'h6''dfd'Jlth'e other two. The
police, the burglary which occurred
last night was committed by the same
person that did the other two. The
method of rohbery was practically the
same, the burglar taking only money.
The marauder entered the rooms of
Mr. Matt and Mr. Livingston, while
they were sleeping. In Mr. Matt's
room he secured about $4 and in Livingston's room about $47. Livingston
heard the prowler in his room and
jumped from the bed in his "nightie"
and chased him from the establishment, realizing that he had been
robbed.
The chase continued for
about one block, when Livingston lost
track of the burglar. When he returned to his room he found his trousers,
which contained his money,; missing.
Mr. Matt did not hear the burglar,
but was aroused by the slamming of
the hotel doors when the burglar took- his rapid exit
Thomas Dowd, a guest of the hotel,
this morning found Livingston's trousers in the rear of Bacharach Brothers'
department store and at once report
ed the find to the police. The trousers contained only 90 cents.
In both cases the doors of those
robbed were left open. The thief took
advantage of this condition and as
a result is now about $50 to the good.
All residents of hotel should take precaution to see that their, doors are
locked at night or more robberies of
this nature may occur, say the police.

WATROUS

HIGHWAY

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.

f

i

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier,
H. ErleHoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

'

Capital, $100,000f Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

interest Pais en

Tinto

of service

Deposits

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK

DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

TOIBE IMPROVED
STRETCH FROM AZUL TO ONAVA
WILL BE PRACTICALLY
REBUILT

Mayor R. J. Taupert of the road
commission this morning made a trip
to Azul with Ralph Rohrer for the
purpose' of "deciding as to how the
road from that place to Onava should
be graded and what work was necessary. He announced this afternoon
that this road will be plowed on either side and graded v? so that when
dragged It will bo in shape to' Improve with time and use. With this
stretch repaired the Watrous road will
be one of the best In the country.
JM. Martinez is busily emmovea
on the road between Las Vegas ana
Romerovjille, grading and repairing.
and is getting excellent results, ac
cording to the road commission. The
work is permanent and will be a big
"The Great White Plauge, or One factor toward making San Miguel
Way of Dealing With Tuberculosis" county, noted for the best roads in the
will be the subject of Rev. Dr. Jacob state.
H. Landau's address at Temple Mon- The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
tefiore Friday evening Dr. Landau
has lived in and visited many coun- pany held a meeting last night for
tries and has observed how this vex- the purpose of making further arrangements for its big annual dance
ing problem of the white plasue is
handled. His remarks undoubted!? on February 23. As a result of the
will be interesting and of particular meeting it was' decided to make this
value to Las Vegas, where many per- affair the biggest and best ever given.
sons suffering from tuberculosis come A double orchestra will be secured
for the evening and there will be no
every year hoping to be cured. Carcessation to pleasure during the ening for tubercular patients without
means has been looked after here by tire evening. The meeting last night
the Las Vegas Hospital and private wag a success in every way.
charities, but the problem is growing
increasingly difficult, owing to the unTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
fortunate fact that most white plague
victims wait until their vitality and
their money are nenrly expended be- FOR SALE Bronze turkeys for breeding purposes. Gobbler and two
fore coming here. The public is Inhens for $10. Phone Mrs. Kate Tipvited to hear Dr. Landau Friday eventon, Los Alamos.
ing at 8 o'clock.

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

GOAL AMD 'WO.Oi
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
JANUARY

3, 1014

31-FE- OARY

'

Tickets on sale January

3, 1914

31,

February 1. 2

Final return limit, February 4th, 1914
FAPvE FOfl THE ROUND TRIP

c )

auiLfJ.
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